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ABSTRACT

The concern with place and displacement has been a major and pervasive

feature of the 20th century post-colonial literatures, especially in its concern with

the development of an identifying relationship between self and place. The

process of migration has brought about a signíficant dynamic of accelerated

change for every immigrant in order to assimilate and start a new life in a new

environment under changed circumstances. Telling one's experiences of

displacement offers an opportunity to articulate those experiences through

stories of life's journeys. This is how the immigrant narratives have emerged as a

process of constructing and evaluating lived experiences of departure and arrival.

ln my thesis I will work primarily with immigrant literary texts written by Eva

Hoffman, Margaret Atwood, and Adele Wiseman. I will analyse, in their writings,

the elements of leaving one's country, journeying to a new country, and

establishing a new identity and a new'self' there. The narrative of transmigration

from somewhere "there" in a coming to "here" (terms I borrow convenienfly from

Atwood), to the place we call Canada, as something more than bodÍly movement,

and moving across cultures to become a part of "here," are issues I plan to

examine in my thesis.
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From There to Here: The lmmigrant Narrative in Three Canadian lexfs

INTRODUCTION

The longing to tell one's story and the

process of telling is symbolically a

gesture of longing to recover the past in

such a way that one experiences both a

sense of reunion and a sense of release.

(Hooks 158)

The conditions of migration, which is defined as a geographic mobility of

people who move from one place to another, are of infinite variety. The

experiences of, say, a diplomat who moves frequently to new assignments far

from his native land, or a person who may seek new horizons, other cultures and

philosophies of life in his thirst for knowledge and desíre to discover things

distant and unknown, will differ greatly from those of an emigrant fleeing poverty

or persecution in the hope of finding a place of refuge where he can survive.

The fírst migration symbolically traces back to Adam and Eve. lmpelled by

curiosity (symbolized by the snake), they enter the forbidden zone of paradise,

where they find the tree that was good for food, pleasant to the eyes, and able to

maKe one wise. Eve takes the fruit, shares it with her husband, and eats it. At

that moment they acquire the knowledge of good and evil. Their transgression

leads to their expulsion/exile from Eden, and from all the gratifications, safety,

and pleasures that Eden just offered. Exile, then, prevents the first human couple



from gaining the deepest and most vital knowledge, that which endures

throughout time and which is represented by the tree of life.

Abraham, the patriarch, father of nations, in leaving Ur, the city of his

ancestors, severs his links with the idols worshipped there, because God called

him to become a nomad, and to migrate in search of a new promised land. But

his desire to attain a deeper knowledge of the universe, the origin of heaven and

earth, and to distance himself from his original intention, is punished by the same

God who imposes on Abraham the terrible condition of giving up the life of his

son who is to be offered in a sacrifice.

The myths of Eden, Babel, or Oedipus provide terms of reference to help

understand the difficulties facing the individual who attempts to bear the pain of

true knowledge about his migration. ln the tower of Babel myth, for example, the

migratory impulse is expressed in man's desire to reach heaven, so as to attain

knowledge of "another world," different from the world he knows. ln this myth,

man's desire is punished by the confusion of tongues and the loss of his ability to

communicate. Therefore, an analogy can be drawn between Babel story and the

experiences of an immigrant who arrives in the "New world," a world that is

totally different from the one he knows, where he encounters powerful internal

obstacles to his integration into the new society - the difficulty of learning the

language, and of adopting local customs and behaviour, with the risk of

confusion and inability to communicate with others and with himself.

Among the earliest waves of mass migrations of historical significance was,

perhaps, the westward migration of the nomad tribes of Europe and central Asia,
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which coincided with the fall of the Roman empire. What was equally significant,

perhaps, was the wave of European and African migration toward North and

South America, a flow that began shortly after the voyages of Columbus. Over

sixty million Europeans travelled to other continents for reasons related to

poverty, war, epidemics, or unfavourable religious and politícal conditions. These

enormous masses of people, who became displaced at different periods and for

different reasons, headed for destinations that were often believed in fantasy to

be the most hospitable.

Leon and Rebeca Grinberg, authors of Psychoanalytic Perspectives on

Migration and Exile, examine in their book human migrations and a migrant's

reactions to migration itself, thus providing valuable explanations of the effects of

relocation on an individual. Particularly striking are their discussions about the

problems of exile, when departure is involuntary and return clearly impossible, as

well as the analysis of the migrant's sense of identity, and the relationship

between migration and the language and age of the traveler:

Migration is a change, surely; but it is a change of such magnitude

that it not only puts one's identity on the line but puts it at risk. One

experiences a wholesale loss of one's most meaningful and valued

objects in person's life: people, things, places, language, culture,

customs, climate, sometimes profession or economic/social milieu.

[. . .] Not only does the emigrant lose his attachments to these

objects, but he is in danger of losing part of his self as well. (26)
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The extraordinary ethnic diversity of Canada is due to the vast number of

immigrants who have been settling here since the 16th century. Today's

immigrants have come to Canada to escape war, persecution and poverty. They

come to Canada for the very same reasons that immigrants have been coming to

Canada for overtwo hundred years - in search of freedom, security, prosperity

and a better and safer life. World War ll in particular has caused major migrations

from Central Europe to places around the world in search for a more satisfying

future.

ln relocating from one country to another, newcomers have had to find a way

somehow to make a living as well as to adjust to an unfamiliar new culture and a

new language. As a result, many Canadians have grown up listening to stories

from their parents or grandparents about what it was like to come to a new,

unknown country and to struggle to build a life for themselves and their families.

The children of these emigrants are producing family histories, a new category of

memoirs that reconnect them with their places of origin.

Different genres of contemporary North American life-writing, such as

memoirs, autobiography, travel writing, journals, letters, diaries, etc., may be

understood as writing about someone's life, but more than that, they represent a

coherent portrayal of the personal and professional facets of a person's life.

These genres speak in personal notes, and are ways of saying "l was there." ln

many of their manifestations an authoritative, self-reflexive "1" emphasizes the

importance of placing selves and the subject within cultural and ideological
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contexts, and it also recounts experienced events and impressions in time and

space.

Travel writing and other representations of journeys as cultural practice have

been engaging the recent attention of scholars and academics in a wide range of

disciplines. Their study is becoming an important academic field as a recognition

of the existence of texts which can be examined in terms of their social and

cultural significance. For centuries, people have felt impelled to travel, to seek

out new experiences in different countries and cultures, and to write about their

journeys from familiar to unfamiliar terraín. These trips, which some times are

'Journeys of hope" on which displaced people ventured in search of new lives

and new self-dimensions, have quite often resulted in the need to record those

life experiences. Nowadays, these experiences are mosfly acquired through

reading the travel literature which transports the reader beyond the pages and

into the scenes described.

The study of travel writing and of mapmaking, which is instantly associated

with it, dramatically modifies the notion of Canada as being, despite its enormous

geographical size, a narrow band of settlements stretching along the southern

border. Travel books convey the physical and mental effect of some sort of

locomotion through space and time, in an age when the construction of the

transcontinental railroad technology, and the setiling of the prairies, were

sharpening the sense of movement from one part of the country to another. At

the same time, tracing the trade routes through the complex lake and river
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systems of the northern part of the continent, has provided an understanding of

historical communication networks not dependent on roads or railways.

Canadian literature today is in part the latest stage of a very long process that

began with the narratives of explorers and missionaries. The European

newcomers incorporated folklore customs and beliefs into their accounts of the

land they found to be alien to them. Most Canadian travel and exploration books

ever since have taken the reader on imaginary trips through strange and varied

regions, describing spaces and forms never before seen, as well as the drama of

strange encounters, the antagonism of space, technology, and climate, etc. The

literature of exploration and travel in Canada has created a site where some

evolving ideas about Canadian identity are being played out. The landscape in

that literature becomes an influencing, motivating and defining factor in building a

Canadian identity, both national and personal, that is separate from Europe, or

other parts of the world. lt also serves to enforce a sense of self and place, a

sense of identity and belonging.

Eric Henderson and Madeline Sonik, authors of Entering the Landscape,

claim that Canadian writers of European ancestry have disassociated themselves

from nature in order to project their inner qualities onto a remote landscape.

According to their theory,

[...] to enter the landscape is to give one a new position for seeing

the texture of the totality that lies around us and in us, a radicalized

natural-human environment that retains its mystery, though it is not

always simply the mystery of otherness. (12)
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The first written materials in what would become English Canada are travel

and exploration journals. The circumstances of colonial life in Canada particularly

favoured the writing of journals, letters and diaries. Explorers, fur traders,

missionaries, and many other early colonists were obliged to keep daily records

of their lives and work ín order to inform the Old World about events in the New

World. Their primary concerns, when they weren't simply mercantile, were to

describe local customs and circumstances encountered in new territories, as well

as day-to-day life in an ínhospitable and frequently dangerous environment.

Nature, with its exhausting rigours, often identified as an enemy, forced these

pioneers to confront the alien terrain, and to adapt physically and mentally to it.

Emigrants and travelers to Canada, especially women, occasionally wrote

long letters back home to their families and friends, and many of them kept

diaries and journals. Almost always chronological in structure, those early

journals usually begin with a change of place. For example, a shÍp disembarks on

the shore in a new territory; a certain campaign is under way; or a missionary

settlement is founded. Journals, diaries and letters represent firsthand accounts

of experiences that the reader himself will probably never have. Being written on

the spot, reporting and recording the travels and explorations, these documents

represent a treasure for all historians seeking to reconstruct the daily lives of

people who were there and wrote them. Therefore, Canadian literature and

culture continue to draw inspiration from them.
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ln the almost two hundred and fifty years between the British conquest of

Canada in 1763 and the present era, millions of people resettled in Canada. For

many, the move was due to a combination of economic and politícal issues. They

were drawn to this "rocky, watery northern country, cool in climate, large in

geographical expanse, small but diverse in population" (Atwood, SuruivalT),

because they believed that this adopted country could offer them and their

families opportunities denied in their homelands.

When Susanna Moodie wrote in her lntroduction to Roughing It in the Bush,

"ln most instances, emigration is a matter of necessity, not of choice," more than

a century ago, she was remembering sadly her own enforced migration to Upper

Canada and her often unhappy experiences there. She notes that the ordinary

motives for emigration are the hope of "bettering" one's condition, but that there

also exists a "higher motive" for those who "go forth to make for themselves a

new name and to find another country, to forget the past and to live in the future,

to exult in the prospect of their children being free and the land of their adoption

great." (11-12)

My primary concern in thÍs thesis is to focus on the study of the immigrant

narrative in three Canadian texts, since Canadian literature today is in part the

latest stage of a very long process that began with the narratives of first explorers

and missionaries, mostly of European descent, who migrated and settled in our

country over two centuries ago.
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The first chapter of my thesis investigates Eva Hoffman's book Losf rn

Translation: A Life in a New Language. My study analyzes the anxiety and loss

that she, as an immigrant, experienced for having been isolated and physically

dislocated from her country of birth, Poland. I examine the postmodern writing of

the exiled self, different dimensions of exile, as well as images and tropes

Hoffman used to construct a new identity in a different language and culture.

Even as her text announces a poststructuralist making of a new self, and of her

arrival in Nodh America as self-defined and emancipated into a newly

constructed identity, it retains an essentialist understanding of an old and

residual self, one characterized by metaphors of fluidity in describing her

attachment to a beloved Cracow whÍch she seeks to preserve in romanticized

memories. Therefore, I direct my attention to Hoffman's representatíon and

imagination of places, of both Cracow and Vancouver. Evidently, experiencing

both cities in different ways at different stages of her life profoundly aftected

Hoffman's sense of identity and belonging.

An individual's capacity and ability to remain himself during periods of change

caused by migration is fundamentalto his sense of identity, which, in most cases,

is experienced emotionally. Establishing a sense of identity means in large part

finding stability in the face of changing circumstances and life cycles. Events

such as migration can pose formidable threats to the sense of identity. Faced

with such a case, the individual, through a struggle for self-preseryation, often

holds onto various elements of his/her native environment, such as close and
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familiar objects, memories, music, etc., in order to be able to feel like him-/her-

self in a foreign country.

That is why, in a second chapter of my thesis, I examine Margaret Atwood's

long poem The Journals of Susanna Moodie.l address Atwood's protagonist's

attempts to find a sense of place within the wilderness of Canada's landscape,

and Atwood's celebration of the space that is too big, and too "other," for the

immigrant to possess and civilize. I propose to adapt Atwood's own argument

about the nature of a movement from "there" to "here" (both physically and

mentally), in the transition of her Susanna Moodie, a rather self-satisfied

Victorian lady, to a new world and her painful immersion in it (what Atwood calls

"here," a place that she does not designate with any cartographical specificity).

As a result we do not know exactly what or where is "here" or "there", though

"here" seems to be part of what later would become the province of Ontario, and

certainly to symbolize a domain her fictional Moodie must enter and embrace if

she is going to be at home in her new world.

Finally, the third chapter looks at Adele Wiseman's novel The Sacrifice, the

story of the exiled Jewísh immigrant family from Ukraine, who have moved into a

New World Ghetto and, almost by accident, to an unnamed city that resembles

Winnipeg. The patterns of such exile in the Jewish diaspora, ancient and modern,

are often found in Canadian novels. To such an immigrant, namely Wiseman's

character Abraham, the new land, the land of his displacement, is both alien and

unreal. ln my thesis I argue that the immigrant Abraham's story is one of an

inability to enter a new culture, and that he struggles, mistakenly, to maintain
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wíthout deviation the past in his present rife (in perpetuation of a Jewish

patríarchal tradition). The narrative he has brought with him means that he

remains attached to the old world's values, which in his mind seem more

appropriate and better, and to memories of his life there. His refusalto adjust to

new circumstances is counterposed with the struggle of other members of his

family to accept them and to regenerate themselves in exile in Canada. His

alienation, his clinging to there and his fundamental resistance to here, creates a

rejection of the present that makes Abraham's life so disastrous and Wiseman's

version of the immigrant story so poignant.
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Eva Hoffman'. Lost in

CHAPTER ONE

Translation: A Life in a New Language

ldentity is at times about

What we are essentially not,

But are also not free to dispense with.

(Bammer XV)

The literature of immigrant writers in Canada includes an abundance of

autobiography and autobiographicalfiction. ln those writings the stages of

leaving one's country, journeying to a new country, and estabrishing a new

identity and a new'self throw illuminating light on the reading of such narratives.

Canadian writers interested in questions about identity show that one of the

major and pervasive features of the 20th century post-colonial literature is

actually the concern with place and displacement, and the crisis of identity.

Because of the disconnections and migrations enforced by either war or

persecution, these narrators frequently seek to develop fragments of their family

stories acquired from childhood in order to rediscover lost homelands and

dispersed communities. Oddly, among the growing volume of existing immigrant

literature few books describe the experience of exile from Eastern and Central

Europe after World War ll.

One writer who does address that situation is Polish-born Jewish author,

Euro-Canadian female immigrant and academic Eva Hoffman, whose memoir /

autobiography, Losf in Translatíon: A Life in a New Language, tells the story of
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her family's life journey from post-war Poland to, for her, an unknown country

named Canada in the late 1950's. The book represents a multi-layered narrative

and a deeply felt meditation on what identities survive a new culture, as well as

the crucial role of language in forging personal identity.

This chapter will focus on the analysis of the anxiety and loss that Hoffman as

an immigrant felt, even experienced in a bodily way, from having been estranged,

mentally isolated, and physically dislocated from her country of birlh (in other

words, having been exiled). The chapter will also consider what it is for Hoffman

that constructs a new selfhood in a different language and culture.

lmmigrants such as Hoffman faced many difficulties in emigrating to Canada.

ln her case, they include her vulnerable age at the time of immigration, her

intense emotional attachment to her homeland, her unhappiness in being forced

ínto exile, the near lack of a welcoming response from the new country and,

finally, her persistent desire for contact with the homeland. When Hoffman left

Poland she was fourteen years old, standing at the outset of her polish

adolescence. At the time she little understood that particular times and unusual

political circumstances in Poland drove her parents abroad. They had survived

the terrors of the Holocaust and faced the uneasy attitude of Poles towards the

post-war Jews. ln the long history of anti-Semitism, the Jews in Eastern Europe

were often suspecied of being spies and disloyal members of society. Hoffman's

picture of the complexities of the Holocaust, then, grows out of her own family's

painful experience. Her parents were betrayed severaltimes by peasants who

turned them over to the Germans who almost cerlainly would have killed them,
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as they had murdered all their relatives. Fortunately, the Hoffmans managed to

survive by hiding in Ukraine where they were protected by the bravery and self-

sacrifice of other local peasants. When the opportunity came for Jews to leave

Ëastern Europe, Hoffman's parents, seeing canada as a place of freedom and

better future for themselves and their two young daughters, arranged for the

family's departure.

Eva Hoffman's experiences of migration, learning a foreign ranguage, and

building a new identity, shape her book, Lost in Translatíon. There she writes on

the collision of two different cultures and the complexities that a geographical

displacement can cause in a person's life. The book consists of three chapters,

"Paradise," "Exile," and "The New world," each corresponding loosely to a stage

in her life in a different country: Poland, canada, and the united states

respectively. Hoffman begins her story with a nostalgic look at her past life in

Poland, speaking in a voice of sadness and melancholy. She continues through

the bodily pain of exile to a new country called canada, that, for her, had

"ominous echoes of 'sahara"'(4), a vast and vacant space. she closes her book

many pages later with the affírmation that the place where she finds her true

fulfillment, her new home, and assimilation into middle-class America, is New

York. She there becomes what she has long wanted to be - a metropolitan

intellectual.

The headings of the book seem to suggest that Hoffman is opposing a

common narrative, one in which the "old world" is construed as a place of

hardship and persecution. To her, the "old world" was a paradise. ln Cracow,
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her family was happy, or so they seemed to her. Even though her parents had

lost many members of their families, their religious faith, and their trust in

institutions, they had survived. ln fact, they thrived in some ways. Having

suffered the unimaginable privations and dangers of the war gave them a

tremendous will to live, to go on, buoyed by a life energy and joie de vivre.

Though they did not have much money, her enterprising father, Boris wydra,

managed to accumulate enough wealth for his family to enjoy a middle-class life:

a three-bedroom apartment with a maid, piano lessons for Eva, and the

opportunity for the family to attend classical music concefts and enjoy restaurant

meals.

Eva Hoffman's childhood was happy and satisfactory, and most importantly,

her memories about it are vivid and sensuous - this even though the Holocaust

past of her parents weíghs in her memory. As a child of Holocaust survivors,

she's begun to produce her own stories about growing up with survivor parents. lt

is especially important to mention that when she writes about her family, she

reports its strengths and secrets. The very cover of Losf in Translafion shows an

eight-year-old Hoffman with her arm protectively around her younger sister

Alinka. Furthermore, Hoffman uncovers, very honestly, the truth about her

father's illegal transactions in Communist Poland, and other personal and family

secrets.

ln Poland, Hoffman's father Boris was a successful enterpreneur, making his

living by illegal trading, such as buying forbidden dollars, or smuggling silver from

East Germany. Experiencing the war and deaths of his famÍly members and
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friends did not stop him from trying to remake his life in Poland, nor did it cause

him to lose his basic composure. ln Canada, on the other hand, where he is

confounded by the civility of the amiable Vancouverites, his resourcefulness fails

him. He loses his nerve, sínks into despair, and becomes unable to make even a

simple decision. Hoffman explains his dispiritedness:

It is, I think, the lack of danger. Without an enemy whom he can

outsmart [. . .] he is left at loss. The structure of the space within

which he moves has changed. lt has no obstacles he can daringly

jump over, no closed doors he can cleverly open. Everything seems

to be open, but where is the point of entry? [. . .] How do you fight

when there seems to be no parlicular opponent confronting you?

My father is used to battling fate; here, he is faced with seemingly

unresistant amorphousness, a soft medium in which hard punches

are lost. (128)

Cracow appears as a paradise to Hoffman because it stands for all that

Vancouver, subsequent place of her exile, is not at that point in her life. The

intensity of her physical and mental attachment to the landscape of her Polish

childhood is opposed to her dislike and hostility towards her new Canadian

surroundings. They are, she finds, so vacuous as to be indefinable and therefore

unopposable. The condition of her displacement from her native country to an

unknown and unfamiliar land, and the immediate shock of immigration, generates

in her many mixed emotions: feelings of extreme insecurity, deep anxiety,

nostalgia, depression, and loss.
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Cracow and Vancouver were for the young Hoffman geographically and

culturally very remote from one other. Cracow figured in her mind as a very old

and beautiful European city with a high sense of European culture. According to

Hoffman, its long and layered history offered stability. lt was, she much later

would write, a place in which "the signifie/'was not "severed from the signified"

(106) There was in her early childhood, she says, a very strong sense of

community and solidarity among people, especially neighbours, because of the

terrible experiences that all of them had been through. Hoffman's idealization of

Poland as a place of heightened, even enchanted existence, is not surprising

because, until her family moved to Canada, it was the only home she knew:

One day something strange and wonderful happens [. . .] lt is a

sunny fall afternoon and I'm engaged in one of my favorite

pastimes - picking chestnuts. I'm playing alone under the

spreading, leafy, protective tree. My mother is sitting on a bench

nearby, rocking the buggy in which my sister is asleep. The city,

beyond the lacy wall of trees, is humming with gentle noises. The

sun has just passed its highest point and is warming me with

intense, oblique rays. I pick up a reddish brown chestnut, and

suddenly, through its warm skin, I feel the beat as if of a heart. But

the beat is also in everything around me, and everything pulsates

and shimmers as if it were coursing wíth the blood of life [. . .] and I

hold myself still with fulfillment [. . .] (41-2)
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We see here Hoffman's childhood named as a uterine time of shelter and warmth

when she experiences the tangible world as close and alive as her own skin. On

the other hand, suburban Vancouver, at the time of her family's arrival, seemed

to be a new frontier town, developing and booming economically, but culturally

very "raw."

The first chapter of Losf in Translafion, entitled "Paradise," is characterized by

metaphors of fluidity and luminosity in describing Hoffman's attachment to a

beloved Cracow which she constantly seeks to preserve in hightened memories.

The description of her life in Poland, her representation of places, and the way

she imagines them is worth analyzing because she does so in such a lyrical way.

ln her writing, her native Cracow is constructed and described as the most

perfect city in the world. lt is a place of her origin, her home and her universe.

Cracow to her is a glowing and God-given city that has existed as if forever.

Living there makes her feel completely filled by a sense of utter contentment,

nurtured in a domain that has no beginnings and that offers the solace of that

seeming permanence. This is how she describes her vision of Cracow:

The city is full of history, though I don't experience it as that. To me,

it's natural that a city should be very old, that it should have

cavelike cafes with marbletopped tables, medieval church spires,

and low, Baroque arcades. Age is one of the things that encloses

me with safety; Cracow has always existed, it's given, it doesn't

change much. lt has layers and layers of reality. (39)
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Throughout the text metaphors of fluidity give an impression of the ideal world in

Cracow as it is present in Hoffman's memory. This world is full of mobility,

sounds, and colours of paradise. lt is haunting, innocent and, most of all,

sufficient. The sense of fullness - quite unlike the stricken feeling of vacancy she

will experience later, upon arriving in Canada - means that Hoflman does not

want or need anything more than she already has. What she has is a perfect and

ineffable childhood, in surroundings so dear and familiar to her, so suffused with

light and amplitude, that she experiences contentment in being there. Cracow,

which is to her both home and the universe, fills her with pleasure and

happiness:

The rest of Cracow, the city of my daily life, is a place not of

mystery but of secrets. Mystery only deepens as you go further into

it, but secrets give themselves up unto the light. Cracow to me is a

city of shimmering light and shadow, with the shadow only adding

more brilliance to the patches of wind and sun. I walk its streets in a

state of musing, anticipatory pleasure. lts narrow byways, its

echoing courtyards, its jewellike interiors are there for my

delectation: they are there for me to get to know. (38)

ln this passage, Hoffman's hometown becomes idealized beyond recognition. lt

is, for her, a mirror of unquestionable perfection, named as precious in its

|ewellike" interiors, against which all other alien cities, in her case, Vancouver,

are always compared and judged.
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Cracow fills every bit of her with warmth and quiet delight. She feels extremely

fortunate and grateful to be born there, to be a part of that serene landscape that

encircles and embraces her with its blue skies and warm streets. The quietness

of the streets and the sorrow of the trees by the pond provoke in Hoffman a

sublime aesthetic appreciation and personal gratification for being able to

experience the pulses and heartbeats of Cracow, its humming noises and the

power of its gentle breezes. The images of its shimmering amber lights remind

her of one of her childhood favorite pastímes - picking chestnuts. The moment

when the sun passes its highest point to set slowly in the west, with its reddish

rays warming her skin while she is holding that chestnut in her hand, gives her

life, harmony, vibrating transparency, and a sense of peaceful indulgence and

satisfaction.

Hoffman is filled with images of Cracow where she has experienced some

magical times: going to a library with her Mom at an early age, walking proudly

through familiar streets that were filled with secrets and history, playing in the

park with her friends, attending musical school, visíting her relatives in the

country during summer vacations, etc.

ln Poland, Hoffman's recognized gifts are musical, and playing piano is a

major mark of her identity in the later stage of her Polish childhood. She even

thinks she is to become a concert pianist, but she gives up that dream after

having realized that she would never be one of the very best performers. Her

fantasies circulate in metaphors of expressive fluency, the sounding coming

easily from within her, from inside to outside, flowing like water, as naturally. Her
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teacher would "tease out" the music, help her to find "the kindling of a fire" which

would be

conveyed through my arm to fingertips, and then through those

fingertips, to the piano keys, which register with equal precision the

slightest swerve of touch and pressure [. . .] For if the spirit is to

flow [. . . ] it has to move in the other direction as well [. . . ] so that

one can become the medium through which the music flows as

naturally as melting snow in the spring t. . .l (70).

When Hoffman first learned of her parents'decision to emigrate, the very

prospect of moving filled her with terror. When that "somewhere else" turns out to

be Vancouver, it proves to be a place where she experiences exile in its most

raw form: the confusion, the humiliations and disorientations of immigrant life.

The trauma caused by immigration provokes waves of disappointments in

Hoffman and negative associations with the Canadian landscape.

Particularly interesting, in view of Hoffman's retrospective Freudian readings

of her narrative, is her account of a nightmare she has shortly after her arrival in

Vancouver. ln her dream she is drowning in the ocean, "cast adrift in

incomprehensible space" (104). She awakes screaming, filled with terror and

fear. What she calls "the Big Fea/' (104) is the acute anxiety that accompanies

her displacement. This association of Canada with a horror of vast emptiness

(something akin, perhaps, to what Northrop Frye claims to have informed much

Canadian poetry) never leaves her completely.
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Hoffman's characterization of the Canadian landscape as alienating,

unresponsive and uninviting conforms in many respects to a long-standing

tradition of Canadian writing about nature. ln The Bush Garden Northrop Frye

points out the tendency among Canadian writers to view nature as indifferent,

harsh and hostile:

I have long been impressed in Canadian poetry by a tone of deep

terror in regard to nature, a theme to which we shall return. lt is not

a terror of the dangers or discomforts or even the mysteries of

nature, but a terror of the soul at something that these thÍngs

manifest. (225)

Frye attempts to characterize the way in which the Canadian imagination has

developed in its literature:

Small and isolated communities surrounded with a physical or

psychological "frontier," separated from one another and from their

American and British cultural sources [. . .]yet confronted with a

huge, unthinking, menacing, and formidable physical setting - such

communities are bound to develop what we may provísionally call a

garrison mentality. (225)

Another disappointment for Hoffman is that her family moves considerably

down the socíal scale upon their arrival in Canada. Partly for that reason her

parents have even greater difficulty adjusting to the new lÍfe than do their
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daughters. The teenaged Hoffman explains the feelings of disorientation and

displacement that she experiences because of her parents'disappointments:

I'm a little ashamed to reveal how hard things are for my family -
how bitterly my parents quarrel, how much my mother cries, how

frightened I am by our helplessness, and by the burden of feeling

that it is my duty to take charge, to get us out of this quagmire.

(112)

Hoffman repeatedly returns to the feeling of a painful longing for her homeland

which she sometimes translates as "nostalgia," and sometimes names in Polish

as "tesknota." She remembers this feeling as she stood on the ship, moving

away from the Gdansk port, when she, her little sister, and her parents were

leaving Poland. As she tries to hold still against the pain caused by her family's

departure, the sorrow powerfully pierces her whole body:

I desperately want time to stop, to hold the ship with the force of my

will. I am suffering my first, severe attack of nostalgia, or tesknota -

a word that adds to nostalgia the tonalities of sadness and longing.

[. . .] I'm filled to the brim with what I'm about to lose - images of

Cracow, which I loved as one loves a person, of the sun-baked

villages where we had taken summer vacations, of the hours I

spent poring over passages of music with my piano teacher, of

conversations and escapades with friends. (4)

Hoffman's "tesknota," as the most private and indefinable of desires, takes her

back evocatively to her childhood experiences. She vividly recalls her summer
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vacations in the mountains, when the peasants were coming back from fields,

singing songs that she has never heard before. There and then she is filled by

"tesknota" and there her longing is realized, even though she does "not know for

what" (20).

The essence of traumatic memory is precisely that it is carried in the body. ln

Hoffman's description of the nostalgia and anxiety which she experiences, she

identifies a traumatic loss that is so strong it becomes physicalfor her. The

reason for that is her isolation. There is nobody, she feels, with whom to share

this loss, nobody to whom she could explain this condition, and nobody to whom

she could commit these memories. At the beginning of her new life she feels

lonely, empty, and dejected as she loses the sense of belonging and the

comforting intimacies of her native language. She expresses her confusion about

not having an interior language that would help her to assimilate in the external

world:

What has happened to me in this new world? I don't know. I don't

see what I've seen, don't comprehend what's in front of me. I'm not

filled with language anymore, and I have only a memory of fullness

to anguish me with the knowledge that, in this dark and empty

state, I don't really exist. (108)

emþtieO of the fullness she once knew in Cracow, Hof[man feels sickeningly as if

the world has been removed from her. Nothing here, in Canada, seems

appealing to her, or available to her. The suburbs of Vancouver hurt her eyes; its

inhabitants offend her with their shallowness and gaucherie. There, she cannot
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see the romantic beauty that in her mind cracow so eminently possesses.

Everything in Canada is gray, cold, flat, and foreign, as it was from the outset. ln

describing her emotional response to the New World, she repeatedly ínvokes the

images of stolidity and desertedness. When for the first time she catches sight of

what was to be her new home she encounters the Canadian landscape as "vast,

dull, and formless" (100). She finds her physical surroundings so alienating that

she views the suburban homes with distaste. Canadian houses are all the same

- new, with beautifully arranged gardens, to be sure, but the interiors are "oddly

flat, devoid of imagination, ingenuous" (1O2). They lack dimension and depth,

something which in Hoffman's binaries Poland possessed in abundance. Deeply

alienated, and longing for her Cracow childhood, Hoffman rejects all that is

around her.

Even the mountains, the famous Rocky Mountains that enclose Vancouver,

and that appeal to many other people, are to her repellent. On the family train

journey to their new home in British Columbia, Hoffman retreated sullenly into a

defensive sleep, refusing her family's entreaties to admire the view of the

mountains:

I don't want to look at the landscape anymore; these are not the

friendly fields, the farmyards of Polish countryside [. . .] These

peaks and ravines, these mountain streams and enormous

boulders huft my eyes - they hurt my soul. They are too big, too

forbidding, and I can't imagine feeling that I'm part of them, that I'm
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in them. t. . . I I go back to sleep, and miss some of the most prized

sights on the North American continent. (100)

Later on, when they live in Vancouver, these mountains, in Hoffman's mind, loom

like gloomy walls above the cíty. Hoffman's reaction is in no way inexplicable and

it may have much to do with her own personal situation. Sarah Phillíps Casteel

argues that Hoffman's desolate portrait of Vancouver is linked to a deeper kind of

trauma caused by the psychological impact of her emigration:

Hoffman's depiction of Vancouver as a place of vast emptiness,

silence, and blankness coincides with the sense of a void that often

afflicts the children of Holocaust survivors. The desert-like qualities

she attributes to the Canadian landscape are suggestive of what

has been described with reference to Holocaust literature as a

"memory hole," a painful awareness of the absence of memory.

(300)

Following the trauma of the journey across Canada, in a narrative log of

potential transformation, Hoffman faces still other pains. Alienation and problems

with English language, identity anxieties, and cultural translation start shortly

after Hoffman's arrival in Canada, after she has been thrown from one culture,

which is very traditional, into a new, unfamiliar culture that is yet to be

discovered. The second chapter of Hoffman's book, entitled "Exile," is a profound

study of her process of translating herself from Polish into English, and

assimilating to North American culture. She describes how her Polish identity is

transformed into a new Canadian identity as she undergoes the physically and
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emotionally exhausting process of learning to communicate in English. ln her

attempts to "translate" the essence of her personality from one language and

culture to another, she finds herself both linguistically and culturally "lost in

translation." At this point in her narrative she imagines her whole life and her very

self as lost in the course of the transition.

The central point of her story is already prefigured in its title: the translation is

a painful loss (cultural, linguistic, personal and historical). However, it also offers

a gain because the conditíon of exile brings different perspectives as a

compensation for the loss. Bit by bit Hoffman begins to gain some appreciation

for her new culture, and to acquire new ways of seeing and accepting the world

she lives in.

The exile, for all its misery, also proves to be a stimulus for Hoffman's writing.

It allows her to begin her slow process of adjusting and entering the new world.

As a result she makes a conscious decision to acquire and even master English,

and she pours all her thoughts and creativity into that purpose.

But before I go into deeper analysis of the linguistic problems that Hoffman

encounters, I would like to offer a brief outlook on why language itself, and

words, spoken or written, are, within any rational language, so peculiar and so

irreplaceable. The origin of language goes far back into the past. How and when

did language originate? Thomas Pyles, author of The Origins and Development

of the English Language, theorizes this problem:

It is just as well not to speculate overmuch on the ultimate origins of

language, since we have absolutely no information on the subject.
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The earliest languages of which we have any records are already in

a high stage of development. [. . .] The problem of how language

began has naturally tantalized philosophical minds, and many

theories have been advanced [. . .].We cannot know, then, how

language began; we can be sure only of its immense antiquity.

However man stafted to talk, he did so a breathtakingly long time

aso [. . .] (1-2).

Language has probably developed from man's attempt to imitate noises and

other natural sounds; it arose from cries, exclamations, and natural vocal

responses. All guesses about the origin of language are, however provocative,

ultimately futile. What is clear is that people began speaking a long time ago

(estimates range from twenty{housand years to a million-and-a half years) and

that language has been essential to our sense of humanity ever since.

ln ancient times people believed that they had acquired language by the

power of God. The oldest beliefs about speech and writing were actually an

expression of complete faith in the magical and creative force of words, in their

power as something supernatural and beyond all human comprehension - in

other words, divine. Among many ancient societies, writing, a late development

in the history of language, held a particularly important role. As a system of

visible signs, and a form of representational human communication, writing has

existed only for about five thousand years and often was so revered that myths

were drawn up to explain its divine origin. J.R. F¡rth, author of The Tongues of

Men and Speech, outlines some of these beliefs:
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Thoth was the power of the name, and no creature animate or

inanimate could be said to have an existence until its name was

called. He uttered the words which created our world. [. . .] He was

Lord of magic speech, Lord of the sacred writing, the Master of

papyrus, Maker of the palette and ink-jar, Lord of books, tutelary

deity of scribes. (3-4)

The Babylonians had a similar legend, in their case about Oannes, a monster,

half man, half fish, who sailed up the Persian Gulf and taught people writing and

other skills. The Chinese told similar stories of a turtle which appeared from a

river before a legendary Emperor. The turtle did not bring the gift of writing in its

mouth, but it did carry it in the form of a design or set of strokes on its back.

Stories and legends such as these were told and retold to generations of people

in speculation about the origin of language.

The power of language is inestimable indeed; it not only defines the way we

express ourselves, but also shapes the way we think. As a means of giving and

receiving information, language helps establish human interaction and

communication, something that Eva Hoffman was struggling with, and seeing it

as a barrier in her process of acquiring a second language upon her arrival in

Canada.

Language is an organized activity which enables speakers to switch freely

between one context and another - to plan some organized activity, to deliver a

public lecture, to keep children in order, etc. Language expresses the emotions

and attitudes of the speaker, and helps to satisfy our material and intellectual
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needs. lt does so because the nature of language is such that all these functions

are built into its total capacity. There can be no substitution for it. All other forms

of human communication, such as music or painting, are limited to certain areas

of expression. They can communicate emotions, moods, or ideas, to be sure, but

they can not replace words. Only words, spoken or written, can express the

whole range of human experience. As a result, language serves us, and directs

us, in virtually all of its forms and functions.

Second-language acquisition is something special. lt is a complex

phenomenon that requires thoughtful attention and conscious awareness of the

social contexts in which words come to mean. Hoffman's autobiography provides

valuable insight into her experiences in that very process. She tries to explain

that for older children, like herself at the time of her arrival in Canada, and

particularly for adults like her parents, who move from one country to another

country with a different culture, learning a new language can require a huge effort

and cause enormous confusion.

The assimilation and naturalization of the immigrants in the North American

continent has never been an easy process, and ít certainly was not painless for

Eva Hoffman. After World War ll, immigrants were forced to learn English as

soon as possible in order to assimilate into a new country. That expectation

created serióus trouble for Eva Hoffman who did not speak English at all when

she first arrived. lt was a foreign language for her, stiff and colourless, a

language that had nothing in common with the grace and warmth of her native

Polish. ln Hoffman's description of her assimilation to the American culture, and
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in her translation of her past experiences into a foreign language, a reader can

recognize that she speaks in a voice of sadness and melancholy.

At first, she virlually felt without language, after having realized how important

it would be to know English, especially since the Polish that she knew was of no

use whatsoever in the world where she now found herself. ln a shod time, in a

North American environment, her Polish atrophied, became useless, and

inapplicable to her new experiences. But for the first months after the family's

arrival English does not penetrate the layers of Hoffman's psyche enough that

she can conduct a conversation in it. This is what she writes about her struggle to

achieve intimacy with English: "Every day I learn new words, new expressions. I

pick them up from school exercises, from conversations, from the books I take

out of Vancouver's well lit, cheerful public library" (106). An amazingly strong will

and motivation to learn, extensive knowledge, personal intelligence, and a

passion for reading bring her through the process. lmmersed in the libraries of

Vancouver (one of the few'bright' spots for her) and determined to learn the new

language so that she can fill the gap in her life, Hoffman soon builds a very

impressive vocabulary in her new language.

What initially troubles her is what she experiences as profoundly different

perceptions of the world when she operates in different languages. For her as

novitiate in English, reasoning resides in onè language medium (English),

whereas emotional apprehensions inform the'other' language (Polish).

Accordingly, the foreign language which she is struggling to master imposes

restrictions of all kinds on her experiences and, consequently, on her definition of
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her self. Hoffman explores the agony of learning to articulate in a new voice

which could encompass allthe registers we must speak in our lives: the

language of dreams, privacy and intimacy, of memory and gossip, of academic

argument or political discourse.

The attachment of identity to a first language is crucial to Hoffman's sense of

personal narrative. Hoffman begins by believing that everything that is written or

said sounds perfect in one's mother tongue, in the sense that words seemingly

mean what they say, that they stand for the things they describe in a perfect fit,

and that they express the self directly. There is, in the terms that Hoffman comes

in university to learn, no gap between "signified" and "signifier." Not so English. lt

offered a "radical disjoining between word and thing" in "a desiccating alchemy,

draining the world not only of significance but of its colors, striations, nuances -
its very existence. lt is the loss of a living connection" (107). ln Hoffman's rich

naming English acts as a kind of anti-language to the world which dries up its

wells and dulls its brilliance. Evidently, the Polish words, suffused with an almost

mystical aura and charged with a force from the very heaft of things, possess for

the young Hoffman some kind of absoluteness that subsequent languages

inherently lack.

That prospect emerges with considerable force when she receives from a

Canadian friend an empty book in which she is invited to write a diary. She ið

then faced with the problem of choosing her language, a dilemma which Hoffman

pointed ly illustrates:
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ln what language do I write? I. . .l I can't decide. Writing in Polish

at this point would be [. . .] an eccentric thing to do in a diary, in

which you are supposed to set down your most immediate

experiences and unpremeditated thoughts in the most unmediated

language. Polish is becoming a dead language, the language of

the untranslatable past. [. . .] Because I have to choose something,

I finally choose English. lf I'm to write about the present, I have to

write in the language of the present, even if it's not the language of

the self. (120-21)

The language of "self," of an authentic self, Hoffman construes as her mother

tongue, which she thinks of as natural and virtually unmediated. By contrast, the

language of the present, English, is for her so dead and alien it is acquired only

by inordinate will. Polish would seem to be more appropriate to the writing of her

own immediate experiences, because for her it is the language of her private self.

But for her it is dying through personal disuse, and through its lack of utility in the

suburbs of 1950's Vancouver. English, on the other hand, however distant it is for

her, is after all the language of her present, of her public self, and of her

emerging self. lt is also necessary for practical reasons. And so she decides to

write her journal in English, even though it will fashion a distanced and studied

self:

ln the solitude of this most private act, I write, in my public

language, in order to update what might have been my other self.

The diary is about me and not about me at all [. . .] refracted
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through the double distance of English and writing, this self - my

English self - becomes oddly objective; more than anything, it

perceives. (121)

Hoffman, suffering from the awareness of difference between herself and the

world around her, has to make the best of both languages. She functions in both

of them, negotiating the troublesome ground between the intimate fit of Polish

and the awkward exercise of English in which she quite deliberately -

painstakingly and knowingly - begins to nominate herself into a new identity.

Writing an autobiography out of the background of two languages was a bit of

a challenge for Hoffman. Evidently, one language covers one part of her life's

story, and the other language another part. Some of her experiences are

connected to one language, because the events have happened in the first-

language surroundings, and not in the other. Since the connection between her

own early experience and language is very strong, it is not easy for Hoflman to

decide which language, English or Polish, should be the language of writing. As

an increasingly bilingual speaker, Hoffman has the opportunity to choose one

language over the other. When as an adolescent she decides to write her

memoir in English, and not in Polish, she hopes the strategy will help her to

acknowledge that it is English in which she will have to live from now on. She

wants also to respect the country she lives in, and the EnglÍsh-speaking people

she communicates with on a daily basis. Moreover, she realizes that English is

the language in which she will have to construct herself as a writer, and the

language that will attract a broader reading audience.
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To Hoffman, acquiring that language is as much a tool of self-identification as

it is a means of identification with audience. The transition is difficult and for

years she experiences in English a radical disconnection between language and

feelings, situations and experiences. And yet, in changing languages she

gradually undergoes a change in experience. At first, blocked by the disparity,

Hoffman struggles for more than twenty years to achieve intimacy within English.

For her, living in a second language primarily means being alienated from

herself, and secondly, being socially isolated from others. Such are the

conditions of her inadequate knowledge and inability to communicate in the new

world.

The problem is not caused by innate inability or uncaring on her part.

Hoffman, who appears at the outset of Losf in Translation as an extremely

intelligent child, perhaps reads more than her Canadian-born friends. When still

in Poland she had already shown signs of being culturally able, for she was a

winner of school poetry prizes, and proved to be so musically gifted that she was

educated in a Polish music conservatory. Then, in Canada as an adolescent she

evidently learns the rules of English grammar even better than the locals do. And

yet, as a member of a linguistic minority, she is forced to deal with prejudices

about her voicing. Still she is considered an outsider in the eyes of her

schoolmates who, satisfied with the extent of their own lives, hardly know, or

care, where Poland is. She faces this treatment simply because she needs to

invest more effoft in understanding their fast chatter, and because they can

discern her slight accent. Their slighting of her is especially poignant when, as a
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teenage girl she is trying so hard to fit in, and is struggling to get rid of her accent

because her peers accuse her of faking it in order to appear more interesting.

She also tries unsuccessfully to telljokes that nobody considers funny. Even her

close friends remind her of this: "Oh God," Penny says, "sometimes I think you're

hopeless" (148). Hoffman's feelings of inferiority and alienation from the

mainstream remind her that because of a lack of verbal fluency she is still an

outsider.

She has to learn, of necessity, how to apply the language she is learning.

Hoffman obviously has a strong will and motivation to learn, wanting to feel less

isolated and geographically dislocated in a new country. The extensive reading

knowledge that she early possesses by dint of her studies in Poland, combined

with her personal intelligence and passion for learning, leads her through this

painful process of second-language acquisition, to the point of soon developing a

very impressive vocabulary in English. Through nerve-wrecking effort, Eva

Hoffman arrives at a native-like fluency only a few years later. The shy immigrant

girl shows she has arrived in English when, within a few years of arriving in North

America, she receives her Ph.D. in English Literature from Harvard University.

Throughout the book Hoflman meditates about the loss she has felt in a bodily

way for having been wrenched from her beloved Cracow. The feelings of

insecurity, loneliness and nostalgia are constantly registered in the text. Being

transplanted into a new language and getting accustomed to it presents a huge

cultural shock for anyone, all the more so for someone such as Hoffman who
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didn't want to emigrate and who deeply regretied being yanked out of her

childhood.

The reality of her life as an immigrant points to problems in cultural and

linguistic transition. For one thing, even for those who face their new

circumstances bravely, some kind of resistance to a new language and culture

secretly exists. lnitially, many immigrants have a hard iime getting accustomed to

a foreign language and customs in their country of arrival. Hoffman tries to find

the guide to help her locate herself, in a new North American culture, completely

alien to her. Realizing how different she is from others and the world around her

at that point in her life, helps her to search for self-identity and to construct

herself almost from the ground up. The change of culture and language changes

her own self, but it also permits her to view North America with special

awareness. A change of location, in the movement to another culture, to a New

World, allows her to gain better insight into that culture, and to enjoy a pleasure

in understanding that for many other writers is hard to find.

ln the process of that translation, culture plays an important role. The

assimilation which Hoffman goes through as part of her translation is particularly

interesting. She asks herself whether or not she should embrace the new nation

when she is so different from everyone and everything she encounters. And if

she does, she wonders whether that is going to meañ betraying her old cultural

tradition, nationality, family and, fínally, herself. Like many immigrants, Hoffman

is struggling with various threats to her identity. The impact of the life-altering

event called immigration is for her enormous, as it is for others, since immigration
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causes certain "culture shock" and requires some sort of physical and mental

mourning over losses inherent in having left one's homeland, perhaps even if the

departure is occasioned by threat in the old world or opportunity in the new world.

Victor Turner, author of The Forest of Symbols. is credited with pointing out

the relationship between status change and transformations of identity.

Transformations lead to re-conceptualizing the self while adapting to new

conditions. These processes are reflected in everyday discourse and narratíve

patterns. Hoffman's text in its later pages announces, against its residual

romanticism, a poststructuralist making of a new self, and her eventual arrival in

Nofth America as emancipated and self-defined. That movement begins fairly

early after Hoffman arrives, though it is certainly protracted and painful. When

she recounts her experiences of first going to school and feeling like an outsider

with no identity (because of her diflerent upbringing and perception of the world

around her), she shows that she wants, with a special urge, to enter a new

society and to fit in. By the time we reach part three of her book Hoffman reports

that she gradually began to feel at home in the New World. She does embrace

the new nation, slowly assimilates and moves up through its hierarchies. This

process involves a complex and delicate game of changing positions, but she

somehow finds the balance and remakes herself. lt takes her more than twenty

years to accomplish that, but she finally starts to understand the inner life of the

culture she is living in.

Here is an extract from Foreign Dialogues, a radio interview, in which Hoffman

narrates her experience of cultural translation:
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Ultimately, if translation doesn't break you it can enrich you very

much. And one adds a whole new perspective on the world, a

whole new vision of the world, a whole new internal world, really. ln

a way this is something that everyone goes through. [. . .] But it is

very extreme if it is compounded by immigration, and it also means

that one is very conscious of it - both of the rifts between two

identities and of the meldings [. . .]. Our world is full of mobility,

immigration and expatriation. lt seems nearly impossible to live in

the contemporary world without having two perspectives.

Even as Hoffman is building a new self in a new world, her Polish self remains

her passionate self for years, but it is fast on the decline. Once, her native Polish

was the language of interiority; the language in whích she felt free and

comfortable to meditate and to express her deepest thoughts and feelings. At

first, as she begins to enter the new linguistic world, her English (American) self

becomes her reasonable self, in its exteriority. lt is her public self, the self that

helps her to make decisions. But bit by bit, English enters her body, inflects in her

head, shapes and incorporates itself into the tonalities of passion, intimacy, and

love. lt takes on tone and colour until she is fully occupied by it:

When I talk to myself now, I talk in English. English is the language

in which I've become an adult, in which I've seen my favorite

movies and read my favorite novels [. . .] When I speak Polish now,

it is infiltrated, permeated, and inflected by the English in my head.

(272-73)
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Divided in her selves, between her residual self and her emerging self, Eva

Hoffman has wanted to maintain her relationship to the culture of the old country,

not to give up the customs of her grandparents or to become alienated from her

roots. She is therefore very upset with the nature of familial bonds between

Canadian people, which seem to her very loose. That is the reason why, for

some time, she strongly embraces her Polish heritage and wants to hold on to

the memory of the family's sad past. Of the early months in Canada, when she

and her family felt particularly besieged, she writes:

I don't want my parents to lose us, I don't want to betray our

common life. I want to defend our dignity because it is so fragile, so

beleaguered. There is only the tiny cluster, the four of us, to know,

to preserve whatever fund of human experience we may represent

l. . .l I don't want us to turn into perpetually cheerful suburbanites,

with hygienic smiles and equally hygienic feelings. I want to keep

even our sadness, the great sadness from which my parents have

come. (145)

What Hoffman expresses in this paragraph is her desperate attempt to hold on to

her slowly disappearing Polish identity in the North American environment as

long as possible, and never to forget her parents' Holocaust experiences, how

ever terrifying they have been. That is her family's legacy that has to be

preserved in their memory.

Despite Hoffman's successful, perhaps even triumphal, acquiring of English,

she even today possesses that keen sense of Polish life as a living undercurrent,
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a shadow of melancholy, to all other possible ways of living that other more fully

assimilated Polish Jew immigrant writers, such as her friend and author of Losing

the Dead (1999) Lisa Appignanesi, do not preserve.

ln a dramatic exercising of Hoffman's entry into English, she works hard on

trying to construct herself in the field of literature. ln this attempt she discovers

psychoanalysis as being particularly helpful in the search for a human personality

which seems so elusive, when people are moving from culture to culture. Exiled

from what she experiences as "nature" and thrown into American culture, she

loses the seeming immediacy of experiencing her self as herself. When, in an

attempt to come to terms with with the loss, Hoffman decides to undergo

psychotherapy, she sees it as a cure against her "American disease" which she

defines as "anomie, loneliness, emotional repression, and excessive self-

consciousness" (268).

ln her memoir, then, she explores the psychology of language as a process of

translating her self from a child, innocently grounded in Polish, to an adult self-

consciously grounded Ín English. That attention gives her insights into the

difficulties involved in thoroughly learning a language. Attuned to the noise of "the

Babel of American voices," but for several years lacking a voice of her own,

Hoffman at first feels powerless against the forceful invasion of other voices:

Since I lack a voice of my own, the voices of others invade me as if

I were a silent ventriloquist. They ricochet within me, carrying on

conversations, lending me their modulations, intonations, rhythms. I

do not yet possess them; they possess me. (220)
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At this point, Hofman feels that her own voice is an "unreliable instrument," that it

betrays her expectations, and gets lost, or shoved aside by those pre-emptive

voices, "it shifts location to someplace high within my throat, from where it

emerges tight and choked" (217-18).

Mastering the language, she soon appreciates, involves developing a rich

vocabulary, and a knowledge of syntax and rules of grammar in order to combine

the words into sentences. More troublingly, it also involves the process of

mastering the phonic system and the rhythm of the language - the music of it,

Hoffman might say. However, in order to convey thoughts and feelings in a new

language, to be easily, immediately, and intimately at home ín the language,

Hoffman must linguistically construct and remake herself. She describes her own

troubles in achieving this intimacy with English:

The words I learn now don't stand for things in the same

unquestioned way they did in my native tongue. "River" in Polish

was a vital sound, energized with the essence of riverhood, of my

rivers, of my being immersed in rivers. "River" in English is cold - a

word without an aura. lt has no accumulated associations for me,

and it does not give off the radiating haze of connotation. lt does

not evoke. (106)

ln entering English, Hoffman's problem, at least in the language of her present

consciousness, is that "the signifier has become severed from the signified" (106)

and has opened a drastic gap between words and the things of this world. From

psychoanalytical perspective, the vitality of language is formed under conditions
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of natural or normal experience, when the application of signs to their referents

occurs transparently, and consciousness itself fails to make a distinction between

them. The signifier, then, has an aura that alludes to the experiences which give

it its meaning. Because language and experience are part of a single process,

selfhood invests itself in the language of experience, it takes roots there.

Hoffman's greatest appreciation of the fundamental psychology of language

appears in her distinction between the connection of native language experience

and the feeling of alienation that results from adaptation to a second language.

Hers is a story of the immigrant language experience, but her knowledge of

American culture and of psychological relation which Americans have towards

their native tongue emerges from her observations of the current American

experience. ln "The New World," the third chapter of her book, Hoffman

describes herself by then as being "like my American friends, though perhaps a

little more so" (220).ln her view, the immigrant's alienation through language

produces an impulse for self-analysis, one that Hoffman is especially able to

describe because of what she has learned in tracing the formation of self in

language and its surrounding culture. As a result she can describe alienation

more exactly than her American friends and colleagues. According to her, that

estrangement arises from a division within the self and within the language of

self, as much as from separation between the immigrant self ánd majority culture.

What makes Hoffman extraordinary as a writer is that she is able to recapture

the sense that life must be constantly made understandable, even though it can

never be made familiar. For example, when she writes about things we already
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think we understand - Polish anti-semitism, the history of re-settlement, say - she

looks carefully at every fine detail of people's lives, and patiently lays these

details before the reader, showing us to be as serious and untranslatable as we

appear to ourselves.

Many immigrants have the overwhelming need for putting their conflicting

emotions in writing. Hoffman is in that respect no different, and her exile

becomes a great motive for her to write this memoir. ln doing so she comes to

realize that the culture of the homeland is just one of many, and this

understanding helps her to discover what it is to live in the world of exile.

Finally, what is astonishing for a book written in a second language is the

immediate, natural tone of Lost in Translation. lt comes almost as a shock to

discover that someone who writes English with such transparent and liquid grace

had, once upon a time, struggled in achieving intimacy with it. Hoffman's

linguistic and spiritual alienation ends when she manages to master the English

language and when she finds within it a voice to shape herself as a writer and to

define her thoughts. lt involves a lot of hard work and a great deal of discipline,

but it leads her to new possibilities. Through it she manages to live fully and

happily in the moment and in the new place at which she finally arrives. Here is

how she describes her determination to enter and to immerse herself into

English:

I've become obsessed with words. I gather them, put them away

like a squirrel saving nuts for winter, swallow them and hunger for

more. lf I take in enough, then maybe I can incorporate the
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language, make it part of my psyche and my body. I will not leave

an image unworded, will not let anything cross my mind till I find the

right phrase to pin the shadow down. (216)

Hoffman's obsession with the words pays off handsomely. ln Losf in Translation,

her language is crisp and precise when summing up essential experience, as

well as richly evocative when lingering on concrete detail.

English begins to "invent" another Hoffman (121), not only changing her

intellectual perception of the world, but completely entering her body, and

becoming incorporated "in the softest tissue" of her "being" (245). The language

she once thought of as a site for reason, control, and logic is breaking down as

she learns to enter its secret codes and feel its fluidity. A language, English, that

once was cold and stiff, of[ering no sense to her, becomes open, fluid, mobile,

and expressive. lt shapes itself from the language of abstraction into the

language that contains tonalities of love and musicalflow.

Hoffman's common response to acculturation is a development of her own

voice in the public language. She sees and hears this newly born voice as the

music of the language, the music that is different now, and the music she

completely understands. Each language for her has its own distinctive music

whose components are put together in all their harmonies as well as discords. ln

entering the music of English she finally cracks the last barrier between herself

and the language:

[. . .] As if an aural door had opened of its own accord - I hear their

modulations and their quiet undertones. [. . .] Suddenly, I'm
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attuned, through some mysterious faculty of the mental ear, to their

inner sense; I hear the understated melancholy of that refrain, the

civilized restraint of the rhythms reining back the more hilly swells

of emotion, the self-reflective, moody resignation of the melody.

(186)

Words in English, once leaden, become beautiful in their complexities of

meanings and sensualities. The new language seduces every bit of her being

and becomes, as it were, second nature to her. She is ready to rediscover love

and intimacy, to reshape her perceptions of the world, and to make English

totally hers. She now explains the degree of her involvement comfortably with

English words:

Perhaps I've read, written, eaten enough words so that English now

flows in my bloodstream. But once this mutation takes place, once

the language starts speaking itself to me from my cells, I stop being

so stuck on it. Words are no longer spiky bits of hard matter, which

refer only to themselves. They become, more and more, a

transparent medium in which I live and which lives in me - a

medium through which I can once again get to myself and to the

world. (243)

Finally, Hoffman gives credit to the American education system as the main

assimilating force:

For one thing, l've learned that in a democratic educational system,

in a democratic ideology of reading, I am never made to feel that
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l'm an outsider poaching on others' property. ln this country of

learning, I'm welcomed on equal terms, and it's through the

democratizing power of literature that I begin to feel at home in

America. (183-84)

Thus for Hoffman, the Ph.D. in English Literature which she receives from

Harvard, becomes her "certificate of full Americanization" (226).
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CHAPTER TWO

Margaret Atwood: The Journals of Susanna Moodie

Canada began as an obstacle,

blocking the way to the treasures of the East,

to be explored only in the hope

of finding a passage through it.

(Frye 217)

Margaret Atwood, a name that nearly all Canadians know as belonging to one

of our greatest writers, is one of the most versatile and prolific authors in Canada.

ln her writing, certain themes constantly recur: the issues of Canadian cultural

identity, and the challenges that women face in trying to resíst the rigid roles that

society expects of them. Atwood sets out to explore how Canadians could

recreate values to give themselves a more positive sense of identity. The most

significant element in her construction of Canadian identity is the concept of

wilderness, due to her experience of childhood years spent in the forests of

nofthem Ontario and Quebec. This is the territory in Canada to which she keeps

returning in her writings.

Atwood's first complete figuring of wilderness occurs in her third major volume

of poetry published in 1970, entitled The Journals of Susanna Moodie.ln her

interview with Graeme Gibson, Atwood explains how she wrote this series of

poems:
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They came as separate poems and I had no idea when I began that

I was going to end up with a book of that size. lt wasn't planned that

way. I wrote twelve at first and stopped and thought, you know, this

is just sort of a long short poem, twelve short poems, that's it. And

then I sta¡1ed writing more of them but I didn't know where it was

going. I don't write books of poetry as books. I don't write them like

novels. (6)

Neveftheless, the collection represents one of the most significant examples of

Canadian wilderness writing. lt is also highly accomplished. R. P. Bilan has

spoken it as possibly Margaret Atwood's finest collection of poetry:

l. . . I it unquestionably is her most tightly organized book of poems.

For all the virtues of the individual poems, much of the strength of

the book derives from its cumulative ef[ect, from the close inter-

connection and inter-weaving of poems as Atwood presents her

modernized version of Susanna Moodie's experience. (1)

It was inspired by the writing of Susanna Strickland Moodie (1803-1885), an

English emigrant who settled with her husband near Petersborough, Upper

Canada, ín 1832. Moodie wrote so extensively about her experiences in this

region that her name has become a synonym for pioneering life in early Canada.

Atwood's book, based on Moodie's texts, consists of poems that are divided into

three Journals, with a prose "Afterword." The poems are loosely based on the

sequence of events described in Moodie's autobiographical books Roughing lt in

the Bush (1852) and Life in the Clearings (1853).
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Roughing It in the Bush, Moodie's best-known book, is a collection of short

stories, observations, reminiscences and even poems, paÍnting graphic portraits

of an immigrant's life in a new and distant homeland. This frank and fascinating

chronicle details Moodie's determination to puncture the illusions European land-

agents were circulating about life in Canada. Her book opens with a warning to

all prospective British or other immigrants that Canada is not the Eden, or the

'promised land' that in England it was being widely promoted as being. Moodie

was at pains to show that it is a land of wilderness, untamed nature, cold climate,

wild animals, and many other obstacles. Roughing lt in the Bush is a tale of

difficulties and stresses in a settler's life, of hardships overcome; it is the tale of

how one woman coped with a new world, and more importantly, with herself.

Atwood's book, drawing heavily on the work of the historical Moodie, is written in

a sombre tone, and derives its shape and structure from the persona of Moodie

herself, as Atwood traces the change in her responses to the land.

ln Atwood's book of literary criticism, published in 1972, and entitled Survival:

A Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature, she points out the tension between

high expectations about the new land, on the one hand, and its actuality, on the

other: "the tension between what you were officially supposed to feel and what

you actually encountered when you got here - and the resultant sense of being

gypped - is much in evidence" (61). Canadian writing, she argues, has always

been involved with landscape in which Canadians try to survive. The central

symbol for Canada - for Atwood at least - is undoubtedly Survival, la

Survivance. ln Atwood's reading early explorers and settlers struggle to survive,
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to stay alive in the face of hostile and dangerous elements in the Canadian

wilderness. lnterestingly, however, Mary Lu MacDonald argues that the myth of a

hostile Canadian wilderness has no basis in Canadian literature, at least in that

of the early-nineteenth century:

The question of why negative myth-making appeals so strongly to

the modern Canadian psyche must be left for others to resolve. lt is

a present-day problem, the answer to which must come from

present-day Canadians. As far as the literature written and read by

our ancestors is concerned, the fact is that before 1850, with few

exceptions, allthe evidence points to an essentially positive literary

view of the Canadian landscape. (48)

Be that as it may, when Atwood turned her formidable intelligence toward

settlement narratives she read them as emblems of what being Canadian is or

might be for those who arrive in fear or condescension. She takes a highly

allegorical reading of those situations and in Survivalspeaks of them as

instances of abiding presuppositions in the Western mind. ln chapter five,

"Ancestral Totems: Explorers. Settlers," she speaks of settlers' efforts to impose

order on nature as an

attempt to change Nature's order (which may look to man like

chaos) into the shape of human civilization: houses, fenced plots of

ground with edible plants inside and weeds outside, roads; and,

later and for purposes other than survival, churches, jails, schools,

hospitals and graveyards. The order of Nature is labyrinthine,
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complex, curved; the order of Western European Man tends to

squares, straight lines, oblongs and similar shapes.

As a result,

the Canadian pioneer is a square man in a round whole; he faces

the problem of trying to fit a straight line into a curved space. Of

course, the necessity for the straight lines is not in Nature but in his

own head; he might have had a happier time if he'd tried to fit

himself into Nature, not the other way round . (120)

Atwood's Moodie, instance of such a creature, is in her own way preoccupied

with surviving the obstacles of physical, external nature, such as the land, the

climate, the encounters with wild animals in the mid 1800's. Atwood argues in

Survivalthat for early explorers and settlers the notion of survival primarily meant

facing those hostile elements in terms of "carving out a place and a way of

keeping alive" (41). The main idea is to hang on and stay alive. However, for Eva

Hoffman, and for Adele Wiseman's fictional character, Abraham (who will be

discussed in the following chapter), these obstacles tend to become more

internal. These more recently positioned figures (in Hoffman and Wiseman) do

not have to face a struggle for bare physical survival, but they do have to

confront psychological ones - in contending with language, finances, cultural

transítion, identity anxieties, acceptance, etc.

ln The Journals of Susanna Moodie Atwood closely associates landscape

with identity, a point she repeatedly emphasizes in Survival. She sets herself

down, right in the middle of the Canadian literary landscape, and tries to orient
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herself by filtering Canadian experience through archetypes of her poetic

sensibility. Atwood recreates Moodie's life, exploring the irrational and mythic

dimensions of human experience in a wilderness that is presented as alien, as

well as a mystical site that threatens to erase her protagonist's sense of identity.

Atwood presents a symbolic version of Susanna Moodie's experience - her

growth, development, and transformation from a typical Victorian lady to a person

with a distinctly modern sensibility.

ln the "Aften¡irord" to The Journals Atwood explains the relationship between

the poem and Mrs. Moodie's writings, and how Atwood herself came to write the

poems in the first place. The combination of ghosts, death, dreams, fears of the

forest, and imagery of fire and blood create a very gothic atmosphere:

These poems were generated by a dream. I dreamt I was watching

an opera I had written about Susanna Moodie t. . .l I had never

read her two books about Canada [. . .] Once I had read the books I

forgot about them. The poems occurred later, over a period of a

year and a half [. . .]Although the poems can be read in connection

with Mrs. Moodie's books, they don't have to be: they have

detached themselves from the books in the same way that other

poems detach themselves from the events that give rise to them.

(JSM,62-3)

Journal I (1832-40) sketchily depicts Moodie's 1832 journey across the

Atlantic and up the St. Lawrence, her landing at Quebec, and more extensively

her seven years living in the backwoods, struggling to accommodate the
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confusíon of arriving and fear of living in the bush. During this time, unfortunately,

several of her children die due to drowning and illnesses. Journal Il (1840-71)

finds Susanna, by now well settled in the New World, living in Belleville, where

her husband is made sheriff. She is still haunted by dreams and memories of the

wilderness, and is not able mentally to escape from her backwoods experience.

She does manage to achieve some comprehension of nature, however, and

comes to realize how and why she has adapted to the physical environment of

Canada. Journal Ill (1871-1969) represents the protagonist first as an old woman

who has finally turned herself inside out. lt then takes her into death and beyond,

as an underground ghost haunting the streets of 1960's Toronto, having become

a part of the land she once despised.

Human migration is a complex social process, and the experience of

migration is a common theme in Canadian history and culture. Such settling in a

foreign land brings about typical displacements: of language and culture, of

adopting to a different climate, and to vastly different attitudes. The sense of

dislocation, confusion and nostalgia felt by immigrants during the great waves of

their arrivals is shared equally by all subsequent generations that follow them.

Eva Hoffman, Wiseman's Abraham and Atwood's Moodie share that feeling.

Their confusion increases when culture, language, place, memories, and

experiences become mixed up and superimposed on one another. The process

of cultural translation is something that all immigrants, Atwood's Moodie included,

find painful. lt is in many cases followed by mourning, occasioned by the loss of
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one's own language, the mother tongue, and by the painful process of learning a

strange new language (in the case of Atwood's Moodie, another version of her

language). ln "First Neighbours" she reveals her anxieties about the language

spoken in Canada at that time, her feelings of being an intruder, "a minor

invalid," and overall, her complete ignorance of the world she finds herself in:

The people I live among, unforgivingly

previous to me, grudging

the way I breathe their

property, the air,

speaking a twisted dialect to my differently-

shaped ears [. . . ](JSM, 14)

The struggle is profound for the protagonists because language is such a

fundamental part of life and so central to the sense of self. All childhood

experiences, memories, and feelings about early object relations are connected

to language. Language determines their knowledge of the world, of others, and of

themselves, as well as provides a basis of support for their identity.

Unlike the other protagonists about whom I am writing, Atwood's Moodie

comes to a country where her own language, her mother tongue, is already

spoken. However, her speech act takes place at a particular moment of time and

in a distinctive set of circumstances different from those she has known. ln

Canada, she has to learn the language of wilderness, the language of light and

darkness, and the language of survival.
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The nature of a movement from "there" to "here," both physically and

mentally, is one of Atwood's major concerns in The Journals of Susanna Moodie.

She follows the journey of her Susanna Moodie to a new world and her

immersion in "here," a place that Atwood does not designate with any

cartographical specificity. The cultural shock, both for Britísh and European

migrants, marks the necessary adjustments that have to be made in a new

country. For Atwood's Susanna Moodie that includes very definite expectations

of her new country, which often magnify the sense of alienation with which she is

immediately confronted. She comes to feel, painfully, that she has to discard an

old life from the "Old Country" in favour of another to be established in a new

land (one that in Atwood's book seems to be part of what later would become the

province of Ontario).

Atwood's Susanna Moodie suffers an immediate alienation and disintegration

upon her arrival in Canada. When she leaves Europe to settle in Canada, she

identifies herself with her country of origin by bringing remnants of the class

system with her, her old country's outlook, and her own standing within that

world. ln Canada she feels isolated from her surroundings, disoriented in time

and space by the New World to which she comes. She is not able to abandon

her foreign habits of mind or the objects of civilization that she brings with her

from the Old World - her books, her clothes, her knitting, her very language, etc.

due to their complete absence in the New World. She does begin to wonder,

however, whether her disharmony with the land could be of her own making:

[. . .] or is it my own lack
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of conviction which makes

these vistas of desolation,

long hills, the swamps, the barren sand, the glare

of sun on the bone-white

driftlogs, omens of winter, [. . .]. (JSM, 11)

Through the questioning tone of Moodie's voice in this part of the poem, in which

she interrogates her own understanding of the world, it is possible to recognize

that her alienation is evidently caused by the trappings of cívilízation she brings

with her, because these objects clearly symbolize her "own lack / of conviction."

Moodie's Old World is England, the civilized European country with beautifully

cultivated gardens, with its settled society of class and order, and with people

assigned to various social strata. On the other hand, Canada represents, in

Atwood's construction, everything that is opposed to the artificial. lt is a wild,

untamed, natural, and cold country, one that, unlike most modern countries, still

has room for wild animals to wander. Canada as wilderness, with its long and

cold winters, requires an enormous amount of mental and physical strength out

of every individual if he/she is going to survive in it. The precariousness of that

condition is one that Northrop Frye, one-time tutor of Atwood, has emphasized by

identifying in Canadian poetry a pessimistic feeling of coldness and alienation,

the indifference of nature, and a conception of God as a force of nature:

Nature is consistently sinister and menacing in Canadian poetry.

And here and there we find glints of a vision beyond nature, a
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refusal to be bullied by space and time, an affirmation of the

supremacy of intelligence and humanity over stupid power. (142)

t. . .lStill, the winter, with its long shadows and íts abstract black

and white pattern, does reinforce themes of desolation and

loneliness, and more particularly, of the indifference of nature to

human values 1...1 (171).

The opening poem of Journall, "Disembarking at Quebec," illustrates much

that sense of inhabitation in Moodie's total initial alienation from the land, in

which "the moon is alien," "the rocks ignore," and the "space cannot hear."

Because the water refuses to reveal Moodie's image and the rocks ignore her

presence, she becomes in her own eyes invisible, in effect untranslatable. ln the

first of many metalingual terms that run through The Journals, she regards

herself as "a word / jn a foreign language," and feels helpless and powerless to

overcome this sense of isolation in a land that is in her mind dead or at least

drastically receded.

Feeling stuck in the wilderness, Atwood's Moodie at first lacks any real

connection with the land. That is why, as dislocated immigrant who departs from

her familiar civilization in a journey to a strange and unfamiliar society, she

cannot embrace her adopted country. Her anxieties and prejudices about her

new surroundings create in her a constant fear. She lives in horror of being

attacked by wild animals, by lunatics wandering in the bush, or of being beset by

fire. This horror - what Atwood would call paranoia - is her own response to the

exploration of a new land, and to a psychological exploration of her unknown
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inner self that has yet to be discovered. What stands in the way, for the interim, is

the fact that the identity she brings to Canada, the one of a proper

Englishwoman, determines how she views the people and things around her.

Atwood's Moodie, complaining of her isolation, retracts into a life in exile,

similar to Eva Hoffman's and Abraham's resistance to "here," and their longing

for their homeland. The new land, the land of their displacement, is for all of them

both alien and unreal upon their first encountering of it. At first, they reject

everything the new country has to offer and, instead of seeing it as their salvation

in a way, they see it as the cause of all their troubles, while idealizing their

original countries with never-ending nostalgia.

The tensions caused by Moodie's inability to accept her new immigrant life

affect her relationship with her husband by creating new conflicts. Her separation

from the land makes her realize how separated she has become from her

husband:

My husband walks in the frosted field

an X, a concept

defined against a blank;

he swerves, enters the forest

and is blotted out. (JSM, 19)

"Blotted out," a metapñor that Atwood carefully chooses here, might suggest that

her Moodie still sees the darkness of the forest and its power as something that

simply threatens to change her identity, and endangers her existance. lt also

points to the metalingual pattern in the book and it names the husband as
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existing virtually outside of language, as the unnamed or the unnameable, for

Moodie.

Atwood argues in Survival that, for the Canadian settler, the new country is a

place of exile in which the old country must be recreated, and order restored.

She also notes that Canadian writing appears to distrust nature, frequently

expressing the feeling that Canadian nature has betrayed the expectation for a

naturalorder inherent in the universe, because Canada's landscape does not

reflect the natural order of the British landscape. David Stoucks makes a

connection between these points ín his discussion of The Journals'.

Seeking a haven in which to preserve customs threatened at home

is imaginatively at the opposite pole from rejecting the old order and

emigrating in order to begin life anew. The backward-looking nature

of the Canadian experience is reflected in Mrs. Moodie's nostalgia

for the daisy-covered fields of her England home. (1)

ln the poem "The lmmigrants" Atwood's Moodie becomes aware of this fact, and

perhaps disassociates herself from the idea of making and re-creating an order

that is like the old one, although her words could suggest an aesthete's pining for

her sentimentalized version of the motherland. She also realizes, in this poem,

that the dream of her return to England is dead, and that therefore she must turn

to the land to find her identity:

[. . .]the old countries recede, become

perfect, thumbnail castles preserved

like gallstones in a glass bottle t. . . I (JSM, 32)
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Trapped on the backwoods farm, Atwood's Moodie nevertheless feels assaulted

by the bush and sees the forest as something threatening to obliterate her

identity. Therefore, she becomes more introspective and begins questioning who

she really is, where she is, both physically and mentally, and what she is doing

"here."

For Atwood's Moodie, establishing a sense of identity in a new land means

finding some sort of stability in the face of changing circumstances in her life.

Moodie's individual capacity to remain herself during periods of change in her

environment (immigration to Canada) is fundamental to her emotionally

experienced sense of identity. At the beginning of her life in the backwoods, she

struggles for her self-preservation by clinging to objects and aspects of her native

land, for fear of being swallowed by the new culture and customs, or of being torn

apart by them. These conflicting feelings of wanting to be different, and of

wanting to assimilate with others, cause Moodie's dissatisfaction and create a

confusion that leads to her disconection with the land.

Atwood's poems about Susanna Moodie are tied together by a number of key

images, such as trees, fire, light and darkness, each corresponding to a different

phase in the process of Moodie's reversals in attitude. A sharp border of light

surrounding Moodie at first reveals the cause of her separation from the land.

Her initial commitment is to all those things associated with light: civilization,

reason, order. Only as she comes to accept the darker side of herself, and of

nature, is she able to change and grow.
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ln "Further Arrivals" Atwood's newly-arrived Moodie sees the wilderness as a

large darkness: "lt was our own / ignorance we entered. / I have not come out

yet" (12). At this point her dominant response to the land is one of fear:

My brain gropes nervous

tentacles in the night, sends out

fears hairy as bears

demanding lamps [. . .] (JSM, 13)

The use of "tentacles," arì animal's organs for seeing its way, suggests that

Moodie's transformation into a local and, symbolically at least, a "wild" creature,

has begun. She still "demands lamps," the artificial light of society, to see her

way, but she is aware that eventually she will need "wolfs eyes to see / the

truth." At a later point she will realize it is time to attempt to tame and humanize

this wilderness, to come to terms with the darkness and with the land beyond the

realm of logic, reason, and civilized order. ln transforming herself she will find

meaning in her new world and start to blend in.

The following two stanzas in "Paths and Thingscape" carry further the idea of

finding meaning and order in nature. The text in this part of the poem is highly

metalingual:

[. . .] and there are some who have dreams

of birds flying in the shapes

of letters, the sky's

codes;

and dream also
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the significance of numbers (count

petals of certain flowers). (JSM, 20)

The first part seems to refer to a form of augry. The whole passage is seen as

supplying different kinds of "signals," different ways of unlocking the order in

nature, of reading a natural pattern, a language that exists in nature apart from

the meanings that man imposes.

ln "Two Fires" Atwood brings together the experiences depicted in two

separate chapters in Moodie's Roughing lt in the Bush, chapter fourteen,

"Burning the Fallow" and chapter twenty, "The Fire." Atwood beautifully shows

how the burning of Moodies' house has made her Susanna Moodie realize that

clingíng to her idea of civilized order in the middle of wilderness is absolutely no

way to survive in the new landscape. This poem symbolically captures the effect

of the split between rational understanding and irrational nature. Atwood portrays

one fire, the fire of summer, as being natural because it happens outside, and

because it swirls in complex fluidity, and the fire of winter (which is to say the fire

that occurs during the winter and which burns down the Moodies' cabin). Both of

those fires are extremely threatening to the barricaded Moodie because the

whole geometrically-shaped house is caught in a raging blaze

[. . .] concentrate on

form, geometry, the human

architecture of the house, square

closed doors, proved roofbeams,

the logic of windows. (JSM, 22)
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The destruction of Moodie's old values leads immediately to the growth of a new

relation with the land. Atwood, we remember, has in Survivalwritten that "The

order of Nature is labyrinthine, complex, curved; the order of Western European

Man tends to squares, straight lines, oblongs and similar shapes" (120). Fittingly,

the sensible doors and logical windows of her Moodie's home, the square

products of reason committed to Old World measures, cannot prevent the entry

of the labyrinthine winter fire which takes over and completely transforms the

carefully ordered architecture of the house, and presumably, by implication, of

Atwood's inner house - her mind itself - into "a cage of blazing / bars" (22). ln

the face of the fire Atwood's Moodie tries to turn to faith in the rationality that she

has brought from the Old World. However, after her house had been completely

destroyed by fire, she realizes that her civilized self has been profoundly and

irrevocably changed, necessarily destroyed by the fury of nature, by the land

itself:

l. . .l all those corners

and straight lines flaming, the carefully-

made structure

prisoning us in a cage of blazing

bars [. . . ](JSM, 22)

Here the house's geometric structure, metaphoric of rationalthought, is seen as

a prison cage that must be broken. The fire thus forces Mrs. Moodie outside into

what she has supposed to be a menacing wilderness, and a space she so far

has resisted, because her house has now become less a sanctuary than a threat.
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Two fires in-

formed me [. . .] (JSM,23)

Evidently, this experience of being purged by fire, however horrible it is, helps

her to form her new self, and to lessen her fears about the dangers of life in the

wilderness. Her faith in reason and the old order of things is, as a result, lost and

given up, and she starts a new life. After her experience with fire, Atwood's

Moodie, rather than worrying about supposed dangers, begins to immerse

herself in the landscape. ln the mirror she sees an image of herself and finds

metaphors that refer to her transformation into a tree. Her skin is "thickened / with

bark and the white hair roots." Her hands have "grown stiff, the fingers / britle as

twigs." She comes to realize that she has never fully known herself:

(you find only

the shape you already are

but what

if you have forgotten that

or discover you

have never known). (JSM, 25)

Journall/ portrays Moodie's metamorphosis. She increasingly perceives her

surroundings in a new way, as no longer a chaotic threat to everything that she

is, but as a harmonious order in its own right. Her attitude towards the land

becomes more and more positive, even though she continues to struggle to

accommodate her insights into it. She is gradually, but successfully, merging with

the landscape in a way which would have been impossible for the woman who
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first arrived from England. This merging is hastened by another unfortunate event

in the poem which represents a key incident in Moodie's comíng to accept her

new land. lt is the death of her son, who drowns in the Moira river. After his

death, she realizes:

My foot hit rock. The dreamed sails

collapsed, ragged.

I planted him in this country

like a flag. (JSM, 31)

A transcendental view of her son's death as transformation gives her new roots,

as he is laid into the land and becomes a part of it. Thus Moodie triumphantly

places herfirst and last marker on the land, vicariously entering the land in her

son's burial.

As more of her children die, Moodie's bond with the earth becomes still more

real and vital:

The body dies

little by little

the body burÍes itself

joins itself

to the loosened mind, to the black-

berries and thistles [. . .] (JSM, 41)

For Moodie, her children's deaths and their joining with the eafth, even being a

little unsensitively portrayed, clearly evoke her own immersion in nature. Her
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acceptance of Canada grows slowly as she comes to terms with the land she

once had feared and hated.
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CHAPTER THREE

Adele Wiseman: The Sacrifice

The old immigrant gods must fade to inconsequence

at the frontier if a new civilization is to mature. lf they

don't, they bring in relatives and even new acquaintances

and keep their subjects colonial forever, always

with a sense that this place may not be home or

perhaps, at any rate, not one worthwhile defending.

(Harlow 134)

The beginnings of Jewish immigration to Canada reach back well over two

hundred years. ln the 1750's, during the colonial period, a small numberof

Jewish immigrants, of British and German origin, settled in Halifax, and some

found their way to Montreal following the British conquest of Quebec in 1763.

Though most of these people were fleeing persecution and discrimination in their

European homelands, they found themselves confronted with similar challenges

in the new colonies. They had to compromise their Jewish identity in order to

gain entrance into the New World. Canada, at that time, was under rule of the

French colonizers, so Jews, as non-Catholics, were prohibited from settling.

Some of them decided to convert to Catholicism in order to be allowed to settle

and start a new life in Canada.

The first significant wave of Jewish immigrants to make Canada their home

arrived in 1760. Most of these settlers emigrated from the United States and

settled in urban centres, the majority in Montreal. They were well-educated,
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middle-class people, actively involved in trade, and they contributed significantly

to the economic and social growth of the country. The first permanent Jewish

settlers in Winnipeg and its rural area came in about 1878. Many of them worked

as farmers - at one of the few occupations for which immigrants were allowed

into Canada.

The period from 1880 to 1920 witnesses a massive influx of immigrants from

the southern and eastern parts of Europe. These groups of people, who brought

diverse cultures and a multitude of languages to the Prairie region, were

especially visible in the new cultural landscape, and eventually made up close to

a third of the Prairie population. Although Jewish immigrants came from various

countries and arrived in North America at different times, they all had to make

drastic transitions to their new lives. Their experiences in a new adopted country

were both positive and negative.

The largest community of Jewish writers in Canada can be found in Montreal,

where a vibrant Yiddish culture has flourished, even though it has been

surrounded by a Francophone majority. Jewish writing there, beginning with A.

M. Klein, Leonard Cohen, and Mordecai Richler, has adapted to changing

political and linguistic pressures over the course of the twentieth century. The

second largest concentration of Jewish writers in Canada is situated in Winnipeg,

where Jewish communities have established strong roots. Between 1900 and

1913 winnipeg's population literally exploded as thousands of immigrants

flooded into the city. As the Canadian government invited people to populate the

West, new arrivals from Britain, and Northern and Eastern Europe, headed to the
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ciiy's North End. ln a short period of time, the newcomers managed to find cheap

housing, as well as employment in neighbouring factories and rail yards. Slowly,

they began to make sense of their everyday lives under new circumstances.

Oddly, many ethnic groups who settled on the prairies never developed a

literary tradition of their own, at least not in either of the country's major

languages. Some kept their native culture by raísing linguistic barriers between

themselves and the community surrounding them. Some achieved stability by

bending to Canadian customs, but at the same time, preserving their own

nationalfolklore and beliefs; and some completely abandoned the ways of the

motherland in favour of North American practice within two generations. These

assimilative patterns helped to form the themes of many immigrant novels.

lndividuals from around the globe arrived and settled in Canada; some of whom

have produced significant literary texts out of disrupted lives (Eva Hoffman, for

example).

ln the first generation of prairie pioneers, there was often no one, or no time,

to create fiction. The possibilities for such writing were emerging, but it was not

until the second generation that novelists and poets finally appeared to tellthe

story of migration and settlement. Using the traditíonal modes of narrative,

emerging authors, who wrote in English, were able to gain a wider reading

audienòe and a more sympathetic hearing for their people's experiences.

One of those writers and novelists, who was born in Winnipeg in 1928, and

spent most of her young years in the city's North End, is Adele Wiseman. Her

Russian-Jewish parents emigrated in the early 1920's from Ukraine to Winnipeg.
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She graduated from the University of Manitoba in 1949, where she began to write

seriously. To support her commitment to writing, Wiseman found employment as

a social worker in England, a school teacher in ltaly, and executive secretary to

the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. The landscape of Winnipeg, as well as the culture and

the tradition of her Jewish heritage, were formative influences on Wiseman's

writings. The immigrant settlement on the Prairies and second-generation

acculturation and assimilation to Canadian society are the main motifs explored

in her fiction.

George Woodcock has written that "it might be a metaphorical exaggeration to

describe Canada as a land of invisible ghettos, but certainly it is, both historically

and geographically, a country of minorities that have never achieved

assimilation" (23-4). To what extent his claims might hold is debatable, but

among the novels that draw upon the immigrant experience in Winnipeg's North

End at least two directly confirm the truth of his statement: John Marlyn's lJnder

the Ribs of Death (1957), and Adele Wiseman's first novel The Sacrifice,

published in 1956. Winner of the Governor General's Award, The Sacrifice

represents a moving and complex story of Abraham, familiarly known as Avrom,

an orthodox Jew with Old World values, who, faced with unsettling terms in a

new life in a new country, turns his life to disaster and tragedy.

ln this novel, twenty-eight-year-old Wiseman recreates the lives of the East

European Jewish immigrants who have moved into a New world Ghetto, and

almost by accident, to an unnamed Canadian city that resembles Winnipeg. She

thickens that narrative by drawing upon the biblical story of Abraham, who
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appears in uncanny incarnation as a father possessed by his hope for his

youngest son lsaac; of the same son who rebels against his father's ideals, yet

sacrifices himself to preserve what his father most prizes; and, finally, of a

grandson, Moses Jacob, who must reconcile the disparities in his inheritance.

Dwelling on the lives of three generations of fathers and sons, this thoughtful

novel is truly about the ambitions, principles and sacrifice of an immigrant family.

The patterns of exile in the Jewish disapora, ancient and modern, are often

found in Canadian novels. The Jew in Canadian fiction (in this thesis Wiseman's

Abraham) is an emigrant in exile and one who finds the land of his displacement

to be both alien and unknown. He struggles for years and through generations to

maintain a strong continuance with the past in his present life, and never to give

up or change his Old World's values and identity.

According to Angelica Bummer, such migrant identities are horizontal-built

on cultural cross-connections - unlike settlers' identities that she calls nationat

identities and which are rooted in the vertical lineage of culture through time

(lntroduction XV). Compelled to live far from the countries they have fled for

political or ideological reasons, they are unable to return to their homelands as

long as the causes that drove them away persist.

The Sacrifice portrays Wiseman's fictional character Abraham and his wife

sarah, who manage to escape a pogrom in Middle Europe, more precisely in

Ukraine, in which two of their sons, Moses and Jacob, were brutally murdered,

and their bodies horrifically suspended on poles in the village square on Easter

Sunday, during the Passover. The family's tragedy shatters Abraham's dreams,
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temporarily robs him of his faith in God, and devastates his wife, who turns into a

motionless, broken-spirited woman. Their only hope for a better future rests with

their third and only remainíng son, lsaac, who, his father hopes, will be protected

from such a fate in the New World. Eventually the pressure of his father's high

expectations weigh down the frail lsaac's shoulders when he is asked to make up

for the loss of his beloved brothers.

The Sacrifice turns upon the famous Old Testament story of Abraham and

God's command to sacrifice his son lsaac on Mount Moriah. ln that story lsaac is

saved by an angel's cry, and a ram is sacrificed instead. However, Wiseman has

not tried to retell an ancient story dressed in a new outfit, nor to construct the

novel about immigrant exile solely from the fragments of ancient mythical

histories. Rather, she has told a complex religious allegory, a moral drama, within

the conventions of a realistic family novel, dealing with the transition from old

world to new. ln an interview with Roslyn Belkin, Wiseman tries, in accordance

with her own convictions, to justify the restricted use of mythical structure in her

fiction:

I began to think about The Sacrifice when I was at the University of

Manitoba, and symbolism and myth were very big in my life at that

time. [. . . ] by the time I had reached the last part of it, I was

frantically trying to pare away some of the obvious symbolic stuff

which t. . .l I didn't need [. . .] I felt that, in fact, to rely too heavily on

mythical correspondence might overlay and obscure some of what I

was saying. (150)
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Wiseman's knowledge of many post-biblical literary traditions allows her to

manipulate them, as well as to appropriate and infuse them into work intended

for a new audience.

Even though Abraham's exile from home and from God begins with the

murders of his sons, in his own mind he creates another God. ln an intimate

conversation with his friend Chaim Knopp, he confesses that his mission has

been to bring up his sons in accordance with his faith and the faith of his fathers,

but finding them murdered has shattered his faith in God:

I felt it was unholy. I was mad. I turned, in my heart, away from

God. I felt that my soul was gone. All I had now was my frantic

body. All I wanted was to move, to run run run. My body screamed

to wear out all its movements in violence and to drop down in a

heap, unfeeling, somewhere, anywhere. (71)

Abraham is a patriarch in the classíc way - huge, fork-bearded, devout, forceful,

prone to thinking of his actions as deciding for others. Yet, as immigrant, he

attempts to live within a society he does not understand, amongst people who

speak a language he does not understand. As a result he is brought into a

position of jeopardy and vulnerability. Because of linguistic differences, at first, he

lives with his family totally isolated and separated from the surrounding world. He

does not venture outside of his immediate immigrant community. The situation he

finds himself in (a lack of language) is somehow ironic, since Abraham is able,

perhaps not fluently, to speak and to communicate in four languages other than

English. However, no one in his larger surroundings speaks either Ukrainian, or
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Polish, or German, or even Yiddish. He cannot fínd understanding anywhere it

seems, and is hardened in his alienation and resistance to the world to which he

comes.

It is important to draw some parallels, in this context, between Eva Hoffman's

and fictional Abraham's experiences of their struggle with acquiring a new

language, although this process happens in different ways, and under different

circumstances. To them, English is a foreign language that has to be learned and

acquíred. Hoffman is a young child when she arrives in Canada from Poland, and

she overcomes the problem of assimilating into a new language more easily than

do adults, because of her intense desire not to be different in school or on the

street. Wiseman's Abraham, however, is already an adult at the time of his

emigration from Ukraine and feels excluded from the swirl of language around

him. But he is also keen to acquire the strange language, in order to find

employment and to participate in a world that appears othenruise so closed to

him.

Throughout Wiseman's text, the problem with Abraham is that, upon his

arrival in Canada, "he refuses to give up any of the cultural and religious values

he has brought with him" (Atwood, survivall36). He carries to canada the

memory of the pogrom that killed his elder sons, a residue which profoundly

affects him through his severe inability to enter and embrace a new culture, and

to adapt to new-world customs. ln the narrative of his arrival, which includes the

patterns of understanding he has brought with him, he willingly and consistently

remains attached to Old World values and to memories of his and his family's life
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there. The alienation from his newly adopted home, his wistful nostalgia for

European roots, and his insistence on maintaining the past in his present life are

nothing more than immensely passionate images preserved by the pride and

humanity of an immigrant who will not easily give up or change anything.

Abraham is a man who in some ways does attempt to cope with a new world,

and who yet wants to live according to his own tradition. ln The Sacrifice

Wiseman points out this inner dillema and the struggle within Abraham himself:

[. . .] Abraham paced restlessly as his past years in their fullness

forced themselves over him. strength, he knew, strength was what

was required of him now. His part was to accept, to rebuild, and to

wait. lt was no use to dwell too much on those memories that came

at a man unawares, with bitterness. [...] Nowhere was it said that it

would be a honeyed life - not here, in these alien lands (31)

The refusal, or the inability, to adjust to new circumstances in a new country

counterposes with the struggle of other members of his family to accept them as

they are, and to regenerate themselves in exile in Canada. Abraham's struggle is

essentially that of an old-world man at odds with a new world that he does not

understand. His alienation, clinging to "there," and fundamentally resisting to

"here," create a iejection of the present that makes his life disastrous. Cultural

assimilation seems almost impossible for him as he insistently struggles to hold

on the riches of his past lífe.
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Abraham's son lsaac, on the other hand, being young and independenily-

minded, learns English quickly in a desire to adapt to North American ways, and

to accept, as soon as possible, modern and progressive views. He grows into an

intelligent and diligent young man, a provider for the larger extended family, and

a father himself with his own son Moses and his wife Ruth.

The two worlds collide, the old and the new, in a conflict between generations.

As Abraham holds tenaciously to Old World values and traditions, lsaac seems

to reject the tradition of another time, the tradition that his father so desperately

clings to. lsaac's slow departure from it is a matter of course in his life. His newly-

gained will lets him choose his own bride, have his child born in a hospital, etc.,

contrary to his father's convictions and definitions of life.

The central image of the sacrifíce in this novel gathers significance page by

page.As an adolescent, Abraham had been apprenticed to a butcher. His

employer, in the absence of a proper shoichet, forced him to take the knífe to

slaughter a cow. This sacrifice, Abraham declares, was his real Bar Mitzvah, his

initiation into manhood, his coming of age. ln his ritual killing of the cow he

discovered religion, the mystery of creation, and the wonder of life and death.

Though the impact of the experience is extraordinarily traumatic, it is a revelation,

as he confesses:

Who has to take a life stands alone on the edge of creation. Only

God can understand him then. I looked about me for him to deliver

me. I started to whisper a prayer t. . .l I felt as though I had

suddenly been taken out of myself [. . .] lnside of me I could hear
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someone crying - so strange, so isolated. [. . . ] lt was as though I

too were sinking with the knife. t . . .l I have wondered since if that

is what our forefathers felt when they made the sacrifices to renew

their wonder and their fear and their belief, before they were

forbidden to make them any longer. lt is a mystery too deep for a

man. (46-7)

Wiseman establishes early in the novelAbraham's fascination with the

ceremonies of sacrifice, one so intense that he virtually identifies himself with its

performance. What happens to him, he on this and on more than a few

occasions thinks, was "as though it were written" (6). His acts, and his

commitment to those acts, he understands as age-old reenactments of what his

people have done, and what he himself must continue to do, as though (in

Abraham's mind) he were enacting God's will.

Many years later, the rituals of sacrifice continue and they lay claim to

Abraham in catastrophic ways. God tests Abraham one more time. He loses his

last son who, acting in accordance with what he perceives to be his father's

wishes, enters a burning synagogue to retrieve an irreplacable Torah. lsaac's

already weakened heart gives out and he dies, thus sacrificing himself to his

father's conception of what he should be, leaving Abraham all the more forlorn,

without any of his sons. Wiseman uses a very powerful language in describing

the tragical event:

Leaping out of the infemo, like a revelation bursting from the

flaming heavens, ran lsaac, his hair and the arms of his shirl on
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fire. Clutched against his shirt were the Scroll and the Crown. The

great wail hung for a moment in breathless incredulity, and then

miraculously it changed in mid air to a deafening roar of thiumph, a

tremendous "Hurrah !" (21 9)

Everyone in the community regards lsaac's sacrifice as an act of heroism and

evidence of God's capacity to deliver miracles. Everyone but Abraham. Abraham

is suddenly so badly shaken he cannot come to terms with his third son's death.

The old man, stricken with grief, and having lost all his faith in God who has

deprived him of his most precious possessions, his sons, withdraws from the

world. He breaks under the accusation that he has destroyed his son, who, in

obvious parallelto his counterpart in the Old Testament, is in a sense sacrificed

to his father's own ambition and fixation on the past.

Abraham truly believes that it is his right, duty, and place, as a father and

God's agent, to regulate the lives of others, and to dictate to them how to conduct

their lives rightfully. However, in this attempt he comes to figure himself as a near

surrogate for his Biblical namesake. Unfortunately, because of those very

presumptions he sees his family slip from his grasp of protection to death. He is

left to live with his daughter-in-law, Ruth, and his grandson Moses. Ruth

repeatedly accuses Abraham of being responsible for lsaac's death by asking the

impossible of him - to make up for all three sons - even though he knew how

poor in health lsaac had been. Having become a widow at a very young age, she

blames Abraham for projecting his own, selfish definitions and forcing his
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ambitions onto his son, in whom he has fixed an image of the fulfillment of God's

will:

Why did he kill himself working at ten different jobs at once, if not to

prove that he was something you thought he was? With a heaft like

his he had to run around from morning till night. You wanted one

son should make up for three. What did you care that God only

gave him heart enough for one? (290)

Deeply convinced that he has been chosen by God himself to be his avenger,

even if that means he must sacrifice his own children, Abraham has remained

blindly attached to his Old World narratives. Evidently his resistance to

undiscovered horizons and understandings that might await him in the new world

gets him and the people he loves into trouble. lsaac's heart could not endure the

burden of expectation, nor the consequences of trying to fulfill it. The God lsaac

seryes, as he burns like a prophet in the flaming synagogue, is Abraham's God,

of which lsaac himself for one flaming moment is a living piece.

After lsaac's death Ruth reveals her dreams to Abraham about wanting to

become a business woman. This action, in Abraham's mind, represents yet

another rejection of his tradition. lt is, he supposes, a denial of his patriarchal

vision for the future - that woman's destiny is to bear children, and to be a

mother. Ruth, compelled to criticize his vision, defies the frames put upon her by

Abraham's belief in his own self-importance. For Abraham himself she

represents the failure of his line by denying her role as mother. ln a moment of

anger and despair, he shouts, "You think I hadn't noticed how, after he flsaac]
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was dead, almost on his deathbed, you were painting your lips already and

dressing and fussing over yourself? Right away you had to go to work" (291).

Abraham's moral and physical collapse, and his distraught state of mind, are

at this point complete. They bring him to murder, the most abominable crime. ln a

fit of derangement and mad lucidity, he is driven to murder what he in his

confusion takes to be an immoralwoman. Laiah, a woman of ill reputation, who is

attracted to him and attempts to seduce him, profoundly disturbs him. Abraham is

repulsed by her action and in a frenzy kills her by slitting her throat. As he does

so he utters fragments of the Hebrew ritual prayer (which suggests that this act

brings him back to God), symbolically assuming the role of his biblical forebearer,

and recapitulating his ritual slaying of the cow many years earlier in Ukraine.

When his dead sons appear to him together in Laiah's death, he, shocked,

suddenly recognizes in her the principle of life itself. He vainly pleads with her to

live:

Life! cried lsaac as the blood gushed from her throat [. . . ] Life!

pleaded Jacob as Abraham stared, horrified, into her death-glazed

eyes. Life! chanted Moses as he smelled, sickened, the hot blood

that had spurted onto his beard. (304)

By the end of the novel, however, Abraham's own life has been summoned,

his self-worth recovered, and his spiritual and emotional regeneration assured.

According to Robert Thacker, "through his act he [Abraham] sacrifices the ways

of the new world, of which Laiah is emblematic; his act is also one which strikes
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back at allthe trials and anguish which have littered his life, both in Europe and

in Canada" (29).

Up until his final years Abraham has believed that he has always wanted only

one thing: "to grow, to discover, to build" (329). He has believed that his was the

voice of praise, the path of creation, the choice of goodness. He saw his path as

infinitely distanced from Laiah's, and convinced himself that he could never

accept what she represents. He has assumed he could only contain it in the

sacrificial ritual. With her death, the circle of sacrifice and identity closes, or so

Abraham in his misplaced understanding would want to believe. Consequently,

Abraham is incarcerated in a mental institition and shunned by the rest of the

Jewish community, as a murderer and a social outcast.

The novel handles that narrative with commendable tact and honesty, as

Miriam Waddington has pointed out The Sacrifice, she has written, represents a

landmark in Canadian writing in giving us its non-stereotyped portrayal of a

Jewish family: "This was the first book about Jews in Canada that wasn't chicken

soup-y and sentimental, that really showed a very different and a very real kind of

Jew that is seldom even now poftrayed" (Wachtel 10). ln this statement

Waddington, herself a Jewish writer, wants to reassure the reader that the Jews,

as much as anyone else, were flawed, and that Wiseman has courageously

shown their imperfections.

Perfect or not, murderers or not, these are characters of whom Adele

Wiseman is proud, for they are of her Jewish heritage, and part of her people.
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Through them she gloriously celebrates and defends her Jewishness, and her

Jewish consciousness:

[. . . ] part of my strong feeling of the need to express my

Jewishness stems from the fact that I feel we are so distorted in

other people's eyes; we are continuously distorted in a way that I

know isn't true. So I'm singing me. I'm singing us. (Belkin 152)
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CONCLUSION

The theme of migration and its outcomes has been an inherently attractive

one over recent decades to writers working in a number of different literary

modes and traditions. lmmigrant narratives have caught the attention of scholars

as instances of constructing and evaluating the jeopardized and plastic lives of

mobile people. Several themes have emerged in that research as issues of

culture, identity, ethnicity, family tradition, nationalism, persecution, war

experiences, etc. ln this thesis, the objective has been to examine the narrative

handling of effects that relocating from one country to another have on an

individual, and the problems that an immigrant encounters while trying to build a

new life in a new land under changed and, very often, unexpected

circumstances.

"We are all immigrants to this place," Margaret Atwood has said, suggesting

that the immigrant experience is central to writing in Canada, or at least to being

Canadian. lf Atwood is to be believed, one of the best sources of understanding

the nature of Canadian society would be its 'immigrant literature.' lt certainly

seems evident that many recent novels, plays, poetry, memoirs and

(auto)biographies do describe the immigrant experience by those who have lived

it. They are a reminder that one of the functions of art is to make us more

conscious of ourselves and of our world. That awareness seems especially

valuable since, because of massive changes in the world, and redefinition of our

own values, we all feel like exiles in our own place, living in some sort of

translation.
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While writing this thesis, I have come to an understanding (from my and my

family's personal experience of immigrating to Canada ten years ago from a war-

torn country) that a decision to immigrate is a decision of a thousand parts. lt is

not always clear, even under the most oppressive circumstances, whether it

really is better to begin a new life far from home rather than to make the best of

what is close and familiar. Once the emJimm-igrants are undetway on the

outward journey, however, having left behind the world they know, they move, as

I have noted, toward a world of which they do not yet have an adequate picture.

The first years after arriving prove to be extremely hard (for Susanna Moodie,

Eva Hoffman, and the fictional Abraham), because the characters are faced with

one of the greatest difficulties- the attempt to incorporate new communication

codes into their lives. They all are faced with the formidable problems of learning

a new language, adapting to a new culture, and in a very real sense of creating a

new identity.

The narrative of movement from "there" to "here" comes as a result of a

physical and mentaljourney they undergo in their transition and immersion into a

new existence. This journey happens under different circumstances for the three

protagonists. The narrative of departure from the native country is inspired by a

profound regret at having to abandon high European culture (for Eva Hoffman);

by the sense of having to leave behind a strong Jewish patriarchal tradition (for

Abraham), and by expectations and anticipations of finding a continuation of the

old order in a new place that, it turns out, has a different class order than the one

left behind (for Atwood's Moodie).
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Different historical specificities, cultural diversities, country of origin, as well as

different ages and gender of the protagonists inform each of these texts. The

reasons for their departure have been slightly different, but the final purpose of

the protagonists'emigration is ihe same: bettering their lives in a more satisfying

future. Hoffman's family leaves Poland when she was fourteen years old, at the

outset of her adolescence, due to unfavourable political circumstances and

negative attitudes towards the Jews in Eastern Europe after World War ll. Middle-

aged Abraham and his family escape a pogrom in Middle Europe, from Ukraine,

for similar reasons. Atwood's Moodie, however, in her thirties at the time of

immigration, unhappily sees her departure as a matter of necessity to find

another country and make in it a great future home for her children.

The transition and entrance into the new world is not easy for any of them.

What marks Hoffman's transition is her determination to overcome all linguistic

barriers, to learn English and to enter into the academic world of intellectuals.

As my study shows, this process has been a terribly traumatic experience for

Hoffman. Her transition has been, physically and mentally, painful and long. For

about twenty years she has carried with her the essence of a traumatic memory

about her immigration. She claims that, writing her memoir, describing her

nostalgia for her homeland, and the struggle to reclaim her radical state of 
.

language loss, which, as we have seen, she experiences in a bodily way during

these long years, were therapeutic for her. A sense that she had found a voice,

and the feeling that she had been heard (her book was received very

generously), enables her to put the problem of her particular experience of
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immigration to rest, and to make her transition complete as she gradually finds

her true fulfillment in the new place at which she finally arrives.

Atwood's Moodie's arrival and entry is clearly based in her physical

environment, aS she is forced to welcome new Space, her changes symbolized

by water and fire, though her arrival ultimately is also mental, as she comes to

realize that she needs wolfs eyes to see in the new world. Her transition and

cultural translation, similar to Hoffman's and Abraham's, is painful, as she mourns

the loss of another version of her language, and is forced to learn the language of

survival in the Canadian wilderness. Unable to embrace her adopted country at

first, and lacking any real connection with the land, Moodie dramatically

questions and reasses her feelings towards the world in which she finds herself,

especially after the deaths of her children. These deaths strengthen her ties to

the land as her children become part of nature, and her transition is completed.

Abraham, to his disaster, least enters the new world and refuses to adjust to

new circumstances out of his patriarchal pride which ties him to the Old World's

values. His first experience of Canada is initially so repelling, that his transition

proves to be more difficult. His inability to accept a newly-adopted country and to

adjust his life to the demands for a better future makes him an outcast, even

within his own family, who, on the contrary, struggle to regenerate their lives in

ianada from the first moment of their arrival.

Overall, my goal throught this thesis has been to argue that the immigrant

writing is preoccupied, above all, with mirroring the tough realities of relocating in

a foreign land, as well as with revealing the uncertainties and fears that the
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newcomers face upon their arrival. lt is such situations I have sought here to

identify in three different Canadian texts.
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